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FOREWORD

This report discussep ,esearch performed by the Soldier-
System Effectiveness Team . the Fort Bliss Field Unit of the
U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sci-
ences (ARI). The mission of this team is to perform research and
development in human performance issues relevant to Army Air
Defense effectiveness. Field tests have shown that the engage-
ment performance of Stinger teams is impaired by wearing MOPP4
(Mission Oriented Protective Posture 4) chemical protective
clothing. The objective of the research reported here was (1) to
quantify the magnitude of this performance decrement using a
MOPPO control condition and (2) to determine the extent to which
this performance decrement could be alleviated by adding accurate
cuing information.

This research is part of a larger team project entitled
"Forward Area Air Defense Perfor-mance During Engagement Opera-
tions in a chemical Environment," which is funded by the Physio-
logical and Psychological Effects of the Nuclear, Biological, and
Chemical Environment and Sustained Operations )n Systems in
Combat (P2NBC2 ) program administered by the U.S. Army Chemical
School at Fort McClellan. The proponent agency for this research
is the Directorate of Combat Developments at the U.S. Army Air
Defense Artillery School (USAADASCH) at Fort Bliss, Texas. A
Memorandum of Agreement covering this research project was signed
on 7 November 1991 by USAADASCH and ARI.

The results of this research were briefed to Colonel Schnak-
enberg, Chairman, and members of the P2NBC2 Technical and Scien-
tific Advisory Group on 16 January 1992. The final test report
describing this research was evaluated by the proponent in an
Abbreviated Operational Assessment (AOA) memorandum dated 17 Jan-
uary 1992. This AOA concurred with the results described in the
final test report.

EDGAMR M. JOl SO

Technical Director
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STINGER TEAM PERFOR4ANCE DURING ENGAGEMENT OPERATIONS IN A

CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT: THE EFFECT OF CUING

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Requirement:

This research was performed to quantify the extent to which
Stinger team performance is degraded during engagement operations
while MOPP4 (Mission Oriented Protective Posture 4) chemical
protective clothing is worn and to determine if precise visual
cuing information will reduce this degradation.

Procedure:

Twenty-nine Stinger teams of two members each (team chief,
gunner) were tested under conditions of MOPPO and MOPP4 in the
Range Target System engagement simulation facility. Twelve teams
performed without precise cuing information, and 17 performed
with precise cuing information. Measurements were recorded for
engagement performance, stress, workload, and vision.

Findings:

The engagement performance of Stinger teams was signifi-
cantly poorer when wearing MOPP4 than when wearing MOPPO. This
decrement in performance occurred for both fixed-wing targets and
rotary-wing targets. Analysis of these results suggests that the
performance degradation seen in MOPP4 was attributable to the
properties of the gas mask: Engagement performance was signifi-
cantly better for the cued teams than it was for the teams that
were not cued. This improvement was seen both for fixed-wing and
rotary-wing targets. Use of cues substantially reduced the
degradation attributed to wearing MOPP4. For rotary-wing tar-
gets, cues restored 53% of the engagement time lost to MOPP4.
For fixed-wing targets, the cues restored engagement ranges back
to MOPPO levels. Reported stress and workload ratings were
significantly higher when Stinger teams wore MOPP4 than when they
wore MOPPO. The detection performance of Stinger team chiefs,
both in MOPPO and in MOPP4, was significantly correlated with
several measures of visual sensitivity.
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Utilization of Findings:

The results of this research, in the form of a final test
report complete with data, were provided to the funding organiza-
tion (the Physiological and Psychological Effects of the Nuclear,
Biological, and Chemical Environment and Sustained Operations on
Systems in Combat Program administered by the U.S. Army Chemical
School) for inclusion in its reference library and Performance
Assessment Model, which will be implemented throughout the Army.
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S32M~ TEAM DUI E DNMV24 OPERATICS INA
C~aCAL ENnW0NT: TFI EFF=C OF CUIM

BackgUn

The deleterious effects of wearing the Mission Oriented Protective
Posture ( PP) ensemble on performanc are well documented. A review of
literature showing the degradin effects of MVPP gear on perfoz.mnce was
conducted by Carr, Corona, Jackson, and Bad•dvcin (1980), and Carr, Y-rshner,
Corona, ard Jackson (1980). The review focused on ten tests of military
personnel corducted over a twenty-year period (1959-1979). Participants in
the studies included mechanized rifle companies, armor crews, artillery crews,
aviators, and maintainers performing their assigned duties. In most cases,
the MVPP4 ensemble significantly impaired the ability of the soldiers to
execute their assignments.

For instance, artillery and mortar forward observers experienced a
decrement when performing target detection and fire adjustment, and a
Reinforced Mechanized Rifle Company's ability to execute a dismount maneuver
was unacceptably degraded. Maintenance elements experienced a decrement when
performing support tasks in full MOPP, and a Marine Battalion Larding Team was
totally incapable of executing an amphibious assault in the chemical
protective ensemble. Performance degradation was also experienced by aviators
executi~ng attack, defense, and fire missions as well as by the staff of a
Tactical Operations Center (TOC) performing routine actions during a seven-day
oommad-post exercise. Most functions performed by the TOC staff were slower
in MOPP4, and written work and com~nications by radio and telephone were
subject to more errors.

Althouh degradation was investigated across a variety of tasks using
diverse military personnel, several factors that can affect performance in
MOPP gear were not examined. For instance, the studies cited in the review
were corducted in temperate climates. Threfore, excessive heat was not a
factor in performance degradation because none of the temperatures rarned over
90 degrees Fahrenheit. The effect of cold weather and MOPP gear on
perfo0mace was not exmnined in any of the tests. The studies, which were
conducted at the squad, platoon, and company level, did not include
mountainous, jungle, or desert terrains. Female participants were not
involved in the research.

Evidence of the detrimental effects of the MOPP4 ensemble continues to
be docmented. The literature from 1980 to 1988 dealing with the effects of
the chemical defense ensemble and extended operations on performance was
summarized by Headley, Bret-Cark, Feng, and Whittenbrg (1988). Their
review included mostly laboratory and small-scale field tests involving
infantry performing tasks in temperate climates and moderate terrains.

Headley et al. (1988) reported that performance in MOPP gear is a
function of many variables interacting with each other. Performance
degradation can be influenced by ambient , ture, amount of activity
involved, previous training in MIDPP gear, type of task, skills required to
perform the task, and amount of rest or fatigue.
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Based on their review of studies in which the chemical protective
ensemble was used, Headley et al. (1988) readied several conclusions. They
determined that mimunication in MDPP gear can be difficult, and that this
difficulty is exacerbated by distance and noise. The authors observed that
soldiers will devise new ways to perform their tasks to overcome the effects
of the cremical protective ensemble and concluded that training in MOPP gear
is essential to prevent soldiers from using the battlefield as a place to
inprovise ways to carry out their duties. It was further demonstrated in the
reviewed studies that practice in MDPP gear can reduce some performance
decrements, specifically those associated with fine motor skills. It was also
shown that high ambient temperatures lead to levels of discomfort intense
enu to cause performa-K decline on most tasks. Ultimately, according to
Headley et al., most tasks can be performed in the MOPP ensemble, but
completion time may be longer.

The performa-c de mnts in MDPP4 described in the literature reviews
can result from a variety of factors such as loss of manual dexterity,
degradation of reaction time, deterioration of psyc1hAmtr skills, inmpairment
of speech intelligibility, and reduction of the visual field. These variables
are being investigated to disclose the degree of decrement specific to a given
situation. In some cases, a particular piece of the MDPP ensemble is directly
and often times solely responsible for the observed performance decrement.
The mask and hcod worn as part of the MOPP gear, for instance, are known to
degrade vision and speech functions.

Reduction of the field of view as a funcion of the chemical protective
mask has been examned in laboratory settings by Bensel, Teixeira, and Yaplan
(1987), Harrah (1985), and Kcbrick and Sleepr (1986). Harrah examined visual
performance using three prototype XM4O protective masks in c--bination with
M19 binoculars. Targets were presented to the participants on slides. Harrah
recorded the field of view with each binocular-mask - mtinaticn and the
standoff distance fran the soldier's eye to the mask lens to explore their
relationship to scan tUm peronlm . He fmard that mean field of view
deaSed linearly as standoff distance increased. The decreased field of
view caused an increase in the time required to scan the target area.

Kcbrick and Sleeper (1986) examined ipairment of the visual field by
studying the effect of wearing MPP4 in a hot em-irormwnt on signal detection.
Participants performed a target detection task which required them to depress
a hand-held pu.sh-bu-tcn switch whenever the onset of a signal light was
detected. The authors found that respoe time for signal detection increased
systematically and significantly with peri-ralization of stimulus locations.
Visual ipairment occurred early during the test and remained at that level
for the rest of the day. The authors cncluded that the effects of mVPP gear
upon visual perormanxe are significant and serious.

Bensel et al. (1987) quantified the field of view demant caused by
wearing the chemical protective ensemble mask- The male soldiers
participating in this experiment were instructed to depress a switch upon
initial detection of a target light. Both eyes were tested mm•ularly over
ten areas of the visual field. Bensel, et al. found that the mask
substantially restricted the field of view when compared to bareheaded
perfon-.
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The laboratory settirn has also been used to examine the effects of the
chemical protective ensemle mask on speech intelligibility. Bensel, et al.
(1987) used the MI7AI mask and the Modified IRyme Test to examine speech
intelligibility and found that performance in the MDPP4 condition was degraded
when ccapared to the no M0PP condition. A speech intelligibility performance
de nt in the MDPP4 ensemble was also found by Nixon and Decker (1985).
Paid volunteers were tested in the All-Purpose M-2 chemical protective mask.
The Modified Phyme Test was used. The MCJ-2 mask and hood exhibited good
speedc intelligibility for all cmmunication configurations in the 77dB
ambient and envirormental noise ccnditicn. How~ver, voice ummwication was
not satisfactory for personnel wearing the mask and hood under the samec ,mm nication situations in the higher levels of simulated operation noise,
such as those which would be experiencd in combat.

Elements of the MDPP4 ensemble (suit, gloves, boots, and mask) can act
alone 4= in concert to impede body mobiity, psyc-timtor coordination, and
maritEal dexterity. hile gloves generally make the greatest contribuion to
performance decrement for tests of manual dexterity (Bensel, 1980; Bensel, et
al., 1987; JConson & Sleeper, 1986), reduced body mobility and impeded

tr coordination can result from various combinations of the
cxmxzrents of the protective ensemble (Bensel, et al., 1987).

Althcuh serims prble are associated with wearing mIPP gear, the
effects of the chemical protective ensemble are differential depending upon
the task being performed. Many studies have shown M!PPO and MOPP4 performance
to be functionally equivalent. They have also shown that even thouh MPP4
performance is degraded, in many cases it is still well within military
standards.

As examples, Posen, InMo, Mitchell, and Satterthwaite (1986) subjected
M13 and Bradley Infantry Fighting Vehicle squads to over 60 hours in near
continucus VMOPP4 and found no significant performance degradation. Similarly
the U.S. Air Force Tactical Warfare Center (1981) found that a random sample
of cirrently qualified security police could also meet stardards using the M-
60 machine gun and M-16 rifle while wearing chemical deferne equipment.
Eighty percent of the sample using the M-16 rifle attained qualifying scores
and 100 percent of those in the sample using the M-60 attained qualifying
scores. Even though Glumu (1988) reported a performanc decrement when
testing armor crews under mclear, biological, and chemical (1BC) corditions
for up to 72 c=tinxs hours, the degradation was not significant. Although
over time, the nnber of targets that these crews attempted to engage
decreased and ergagement time inreased, the crews hit 99 percent of their
engaged targets. GlIm Observed no substantial performance decrement in gross
or overlearned tasks such as ammunition resupply, vehicle or aircraft
identification, and weapon assembly or disassembly. Also there was no"
evidence of a serious performance degradation on these latter tasks over time.
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Even in the situations in whidc substantial perforn:ce decrements do
not occur while wearing the mDPP4 ensemble, serius cmrns about the health
and safety of the participants may exist. Weanrxj MVPP gear in hot
environments subjects the participant to the very real and dangexrcus
possibility of heat stress, heat stroke, and deidraticn. Medical monitoring
of participants (Knox, Simmons, Christianse, & Siering, 1987; Mitchell, Knox,
& Wehrly, 1987; Posen, et al., 1986) via rectal temer-ature probes, body
weight, urine specimens, EIGs, and EEs, howeve, has made it possible to
establish criteria by which participants should be withdrawn from a MOPP4
investigation.

Interestingly, there are studies in uhdut a MOPP performance decrement
has not been noted and in which differencs in physiological menasues have not
occurred as a function of the chemical protective ensemble (Heslegrave, Frim,
Bossi, & Popplcw, 1990; Posen, et al., 1986) but in which measurn have
indicated the presence of psychological impairmet. Heslegrave, et al. found
that CF-18 pilots in full individual protective equipment (n-) retained their
operational effectiveness and showed little dbetive evidence of degraded
efficiency or safety. The pilots in this research were capable of flying
their aircraft and cmpleting their missions. Altbmxgh sm perfor-- and
physiological degradation was noted, objective flight performane information,
objective physiological measures, and objective cxpnitive tests failed to
indicate significant tion. Hm er, the IPE pilots r-eorted
subjectively i levels of fatigue, deterioration in mood, and flight
perfornaz• i=pai rmmt on some missions, thus I Ptrating the psychological
impact of the protective ensemble.

Posen, et al., investigatin Mechanized Inmtry soldiers and squads,
also reported no significant differences in t of performance degradation
or Physiological measures between mDPPI arla 4 conditions in a mild to
moderate climate. Hwever, after 60 or more hais in near omtinucu MVPP4,
psychiological measures revealed increases in respiratory distress and
decreases in clear thinking and friendlines. Ihis finditn dm=-trates again
that even in the absence of significant perfonce and physiological
decrwents, pwiciological impairmnt can occur. It remains to be seen hcw
this impairment may ultimately impact perfor e, if at all.

Because the effects of the chemical protective ensemble are differential
in teims of performance degradation, #rysiologiial measures, and psychological
impairment, it is recessary to establish the ""negiwnces of MDPP gear across
tasks. Currently, insufficient data exist to allow prediction of tasks which
will be impaired by MOPP4 gear. On 9 May 1984 the Army Vice Ciief of Staff
directed that a program be initiated to assess the physiological and
Psychological Effects of the NMmlear, Biological, and ahmical Envi=ment and
Sustained Operations on Systems in Combat (PUK). This directive followed
from the Airland Battle doctrine requirement for extended cperations on a
battlefield %here NBC agents are habitually employed and was targeted to
ensure that the -o-bined arms forces are prepred to fight and win on this
integrated battlefield.
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Initial tests under the FpNBC2 proram are establishing a baseline for

crew performance to allow examination and validation of remedial measures.
Results of these tests are being used to provide planning and operational risk
factor analyses to field commanders, to support the development of training
programs, to develop doctrine and organization, and to influence the design
and acquisition of materiel to improve the capability to corduct successful
combat operations on a battlefield where NBC weapons are extensively and
contimu=isly employed. Cocrrent and ccplementary research is identifying,
compiling, and assimilatin information to guide and supplement this process.

This paper reports the results of researdc cducted under the auspices
of the PNBF ip r. The investigation addressed VNBe issues of
perfo ce de-adation and psychological effects of the chemically
contaminated enviroment by testing Forward Area Air Defense (FAAD) soldiers
in MDPPO and MOPP4 under benign environmental corditions. Two sub-experiments
were conducted. In Sub-Experiment 1, baseline data were collected for the
purpose of quantifying the performance decrement whidc was predicted to occur
during FAAD eage perf a when the MVPP4 chemical protective enseile
is worn. It was hypothesized that the MDPP4 mask in particular w•ild reduce
the field of view sufficiently to cause a significant perfon decrement.

Sub-Mxeriment 2 replicated the conditions of Sub-Ogerimnt 1 and in
addition contained a procedure through whdic the performar~ decrement seen in
the baseline experiment was expected to be alleviated. Because the chemical
protective ensemble mask restricted the field of view of FMAD soldiers, it was
hypothesized that by providing precise aes as to type, range, number, and
azimuth of approadihing I the perormance decrement observed during
Sub--eriment 1 wold be reduced.

Stress and workload scales were aeninisere during both su>-xperiments
to address the psychological effects of the chemical protective ensemble.
Participants in this research were requested to respond to a stress
questiomnaire by indicating the feelings they were experiencing at that
particular rmmnt in time. It was predicted that perceived stress would be
greater under corditions of MDPP4. Workload measures were collected after
each trial for record. Respcxdents rated the degree of workload they had
experienced on the preceding trial along six dimensions. Workload was
predicted to be significantly higher when the dcemical protective ensemble was
worn.

Ths investigation also addressed visua correlates of FAAD engagement
performanc. Althaih this question is not specifically aligned with i)NBda
issues, previous research (Barber, 1990a) has demmnstratad that certain
measures of visual sensitivity are related to air defense engagement

5



Participants

SSb- iw •enI. Twelve Stinger team from the 1st Battalion, 56th Air
Defense Artillery Regiment served in this sub-eenriment during December of
1990. Each team consisted of two soldiers, a team chief and a gunner. The
Military Occupational Specialty (MS) for all soldiers was 16S. The mean age
of soldiers was 19.0 years (median 18.0). All 24 participants were in their
last week of Advanced Individual Training (AMT) at Fort Bliss, Texas.

Sub-mEeriment 2. Seventeen Stingr te from the 1st Battalion, 56th
Air Defense Artillery Regiment, served in this sub-experiment during January
of 1991. Each team consisted of two soldiers, a team chief and a gunner. The
MOS for all soldiers was 16S. 7he mean age of soldiers was 21.6 years (median
20.0). All 34 participants were in their last week of AIT at Fort Bliss,
Texas.

The s4r Wea c

Stinger is a man-portable air defense weapon system. It is a shoulder-
fired, infrared-hminr (heat-seeking) guided missile. Stinger reuires no
control from the gunner after firing. It has an identification friend or foe
(IFF) subsystem which elecronically interrogates target aircraft to establish
friendly identification. Stinger provides short-range air defense for
maneuver units and les mobile combat suFIxwt units. Stinger is designed to
counter high-speed, low-level, ground-attack aircraft. It is also effective
against helicoter, observation, and transport aircraft (Field Manual No. 44-
18-1, 1984).

Gunners maintain proficiency by practicing with the Stinger Training Set
Guided Missile (M134). Each training set -o-sists of a trackjrq head trainer,
five rc ele batteries, an IFF sinlator, and a storage conainr. The
Stinger tracking head trainer (711T) simulates the actual live Stinger round in
size, shape, weight, and feedack fru engagement acticns-except, of course,
no missile is launched. The seeker head inside the TlI is the same seeker
head as inside the live missile. Thus, its audio feedback to the gunner while
tracking the heat source of an aircraft is the same. Mhe IFF simulator
imitates the actual IF7 subsystem in size, weight, cabling reuirements, and
provides the saud auio feedback to the gunner. The Training Set Guided
Missile was the weapon used during this research. Two were used .in Sub-
Experiment I and four were used in Sub-pEriment 2.

Additional Eguirun

ditional equipment included 7 x 50 binoculars (M19), one pair for each
team chief. Except for the M40 mask and hood, all MPP4 equipment was
provided by the unit supplying the participants. nfis included the
overganient (worn closed), the overboots, and the gloves. The mask and hood
were also worn closed.
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The Rang~e Target System (RI5)

SDes1iQin. Air deferse performanc data for this experiment were
collected in the Range Target Syst (RIS). RIS is a Forward Area Air Defense

-erg:gnt simulation facility. In this simulation facility, air defenders
employ their actual weapn in simulated enagent of subscale fixed-wing and
rotary-wing aircraft. RIS is located in the desert near Ccodron Army Airfield
at miute Sands Missile Range, New Mexico. RIS is the third FAAD sinulation
facility developed by the United States Army Research Institute (USAPI) Fort
Biss Field Unit, having evolved from the Realistic Air Defense Engagement
Systes (AS) circa 1984-1985, and the multiple weapon RAMES MAJES) circa
1986-1S89. RIS has been cperational since 1989. Details as to the validation
of this siinlation facility can be found elsewhere (Barber, 1990b; Drewfs,
Barber, Jdonson, & Frederickson, 1988; Jdonson, Barber, & Lockdart, 1988).

RMS was designed to be a high-fidelity, rm-syýs Pecific testbed,
trainer, and evaluator for the current FAAD weapon systems [Vulcan, Product
Improved Vulcan Air Defense System (PIVAIS), chaparral, Stinger, and Avenger].
As such, RIS can address the crew engagement trainig requiremnts for over
half the air defense populaticn (M3Ss 16R, 16P, 16S, and 14S). Unlike the two
previous designs, RrS is mobile and can be set-up relatively quickly for new
trainin exercises or test applications. Its modular design makes it
versatile, allowing RIS to be rapidly reconfigured to meet the specific needs
of crndera, trainers, or evaluators. To date, Vulcan, PIVAr, Ciaparral,
Stinger, and Avenger units have engaged aircraft in RIS.

RIS currently uses one-fifth scale rotary-din (helicopter) and fixed-
wing (airplane) targets, althouh other scales can be acomdated and have been
used in the past. All targets represent US or Soviet aircraft. Aircraft are
ca flaged, three dimensional, molded fiberglass replicas. They are either
flown remotely according to prescribed flight paths and maneuvers, or pap-up
frta designated positions via pneumatic stand-lift mechardias. The flying
fixed-wing (M) and rotary-wing (I" aircraft are rmtely controlled by radio
signals from expert pilots stat-.ied. in the test range. The pcp-Wp R targets
are positioned strategically behind sand dunes at scenario prescribed
distanes. Flying aircraft are tracked by a laser position-location system
which is accurate to within cne meter in three dimensional space. All
aircraft are fitted with a heat source which stmmllates the infrared-radiation
seeker of heat-acquing missile system such as Chaparral, Stinger, and
Avenger.
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Air defense weapons are transported to the RMS site and emplaced in a
battle position. Weapons are cabled to the Data Acqisition Station (DS) and
signal taps are installed on key weapon pins. 'The MS tes the weapon
every 250 milliseccrds to see if a gunner actim has occurred. Gunner
engagement actions are thus collected autc-atcy and time coded with a
resolution of 250 milisecnds. Team chief vetal actions, such as detection
and identification, are recorded by a human data collector who enters
keystrokes on a computer keyboard located at t weapon position. The DAS
interrogates this keyboard every 250 millise=rds to see if a verbal action
has occurred. In this fashion gunner and team duief engaement actions are
entered into the trial database along with a time coe-time in seconds fram
target availability-and a range code-rage of target aircraft in kilometers
from fire unit. Its, at the end of each en e trial a complete record
of all engagement actions emitted by the team is obtained. Tis reord is
mathetratically processed in near real time and is available in the form of
feedback a few seconds after the termination of each scenario trial.

For gun system, such as VUlcan or PIVM , a laser ballistics sitilation
module is interfaced with the turret electrotc and boresighted to the
barrels. Mhs part of the RIS sivulation recmds where the gunner is pointing
relative to the kncwn position of the target and upon fire a mathematical
model synthetically flies each round out to t=argt intercept (or miss) in real
time. 7he simulator provides a display of red tracer rounds in the gunner's
reticle which appear where actual rounds apear. Ths similator
provides specific performanc feedback in the form of number of rourds on
target, mean miss distance, and direction off meter. For missile systems,
the mathematical model synthetically flies eac missile out to known target
position for target intercept (or miss) in real time. Of course, RMS has a
different mthexatical model for each differet missile system and awmmition
type. In this fashion the effects of a cciplete engagement can be determined
("kill" or "miss") without necessitating the durjers or expense of live fire.

The primary caxoents of the Ra-ge Target System are the Flyir Target
System (S), the Pcp-U'p Target System (PIS), the Pange Control Station (RC),
the Data Acquisition Station (DAS), and the Position Location Station (PIS).
The IC, DAS, and PTS conponents are described in greater detail in Barber
(1990c). The PIS and FIS cmoents, y, are described more fully
in* Berry and Barber (1990a&b).

7he FIB presents flying, one-fifth scale models of flxed-wing and
rotary-wing aircaft-. Current models include the U A-7, A-10, and F-16 as
well as the Soviet Su-17, Su-25, and MiG-27. (NOTE: FTS is capable of
providing a valid target envirmment with scales other than one-fifth. In
Order to redue costs in this e)Perimnt, FM pesented one-seventh scale FW
aircraft from an earlier inventory. These wm air=aft that USARI had
P rdhasei prOvicusly. 7he specific models we= the US A-7 and A-10, as well
as the Soviet Su-20/22 and Su-25. ]
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The PIS presents oe-fifth scale models of rotary-ding aircraft. These
helicopters pc,-up, Pneumatically, frm defilade, hve:r for a scenario-
specified period of time with the rotor turning, and then descerd. Each PTS
is caouiter controlled by radio-freqLry irutions sent frau the RCS.
Current models include the TS AN-i, AH-64, UH-i, UN-60, and 01-3 as well as
the Soviet Mi-8, Mi-24, and Mi-28. e models used in this experiment were
the AH-I, AH-64, UH-I, Mi-8, Mi-24, and Mi-28.

The RCS is the station urhere voice ommunicaticns, system test and
calibration cecks, initialization of the system, real-time functions,
performance scoring, and printing of fedback are initiated. control of the
Range Target System during scenario presentation is loc3ted at the RCS. 7he
RS software is designed to link with up to eight Data Acquisition Staticns
and to cartrol up to twelve Pc-UP Target Systems.

Me DAS captures all of the squad leader (or team chief) and gunner
engagement task performance and weapon events as a functicn of elapsed time
and aircraft range. Pesponse time is measured with a resolution of 250
millisectns. Aircraft range is measured using the Pcsition Location System
to a resolution of one meter. Effects scoring and assessment of kills are
also performed at the DAS. The DAS provides scenario feedback an these
events.

rDring Sub-Eqperimint 1 there were two separated weapon positions, each
with its own DAS and data collector. During Sub-Experiment 2 there were four
separated weapon pcsiticon each with EAS and data collector. (Not all faur
weapc positicos were Irsd an every test day, depending upon soldier
availability.) Oaertly, all MSs are controlled by the RM and ccmnicate
with the -CS by radio frequency signals. Prior to each trial, soenmrio
information is dcwn-ioaded fraM R to MS. After each trial, engagemnt data
are up-loaded from MS to Rm.

he PLS is used for tw key purposes. First, it is used to register
(grcund locate) the weapon, the pp-up helicopter stands, flying target launch
positions, as well as the other RMS stations (RCS, DAS, and PIS). Second, it
is used to track flyable targets and determine their range throu*=t a
scenario. The PIS can automatically detect, acquire, and track flyable
targets. It can also be cperated manually using its video display and
trackball.
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Me-asures of ormance obtained f=- R. Two general classes of
performmance measures were collected-Task Perfomance Masures and SLmmary
Performance Measures. Task Performance Measures (TWs) are potentially
collectable on a trial-by-trial basis. 7hese mesures describe the tine
elapsed or the target aircraft range when specific engagement actions (tasks)
are performed. For fixed-wing aircraft these TEM are expressed in terms of
the aircraft range in full-scale kilcmeters when the engagement actions
occurred (e.g., detection range, identification range, fire range). Since RrS
aircraft are subscale, all ranges are presented in terms of full-scale range
equivalents by multiplying the measured range by the scaling factor. For
rotary-wing aircrafT Ts are expressed in terms of the elapsed time, in
seconds, between tw events or engagement actic (e.g., time from target
available to detect, time from detect to identify, time from identify to
fire). -he TPMs collected in this experiment are described in Table 1 by
aircraft type.

summrly Perfonce• Measures (SP•) are collected by stuming across
appropriate scenarios. SPMs are expressed in terms of percentages (e.g.,
percent aircraft detected, percent hostile aircraft correctly identified,
percent hostile aircraft attrition). The SPMs collected in this experiment
are described in Table 2.

Procedure

Data col lection activities took place in two phases-those activities
performed prior to field testing and those activities performed during field
testing. Field testing took place during four three-day periods (Saturday,
Sunday, and Monday) in Decmer 1990 and January 1991. Vision testing and
related activities took place each Wednesday and Thursday evening immediately
prior to the field testing. Half of the soldiers due for field testing the
following weekend were brought .n for vision testing on Wednesday evening and
the remaining half on Tnrsday evening. 7he schedile of data collection
activities is presented in Table 3.
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Table 1

Task Performance lwsures Obtained fxr., RIS by Aircraft Type

Fixed-Winct Aircraft

Detection Range: Range of aireraft in full-scale kilometers at detect
respone ("target)

Identification Range: Range of aircraft in full-scale kilameters at ID
res e (tactical ID "hostile" or "friendily')

IFF Range: Range of aircraft in full-scale kilometers at IFF button push

Acquire Range: Range of aircraft in full-scale kilameters at weapon
acquisition signal

Lock-On Range: Range of aireraft in full-scale kilometers at press of uncage
bar (w•ich locks seeker onto target)

Fiie Range: Range of aircraft in full-scale kilometers at fire trigger pull

Percent Tracking Time on Target: Percent of total time window between first
weapon acquire signal and press of uncage bar that weapon is
signaling acquire (i.e., tine on target divided by total
possible tracking tire)

&tgrv-WirM Aircraft

Tire from Target Available to Detect: Tine in secinds from instrument record
of target available until detect respcose (target available
is defined as that tire when the target has risen far enough
to be visible from the weapon positions)

Time from Detect to IFF: Time from detect respone to IFF utton push

Time from Detect to Identify: Time fram detect response to ID respose

Tire from Detect to Acquire: Time frm detect re e to weapon acquisition
Signal

Time fram Ac*duie to Lock-On: Time from wRapon acuire signal to press of
unce bar

Tire from lock-On to Fire: Time fran press of uncage bar to fire trigger pull

Time frau Identify to Fire: Time fram ID response to fire trigger pull

Time from Detect to Fire: Time frum detect respone to fire trigger pull
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Table 2

Summary Performane Measures Obtained fr= RMS

Percent Aircraft Detected: Number of aircraft for which a detect response is
given, divided by the tctal nmmber of aircraft
presented

Percent Aircraft Correctly Identified: Number of aircraft for which a correct
ID response is given, divided by the total number
of aircraft detected

Percent Hostile Aircraft correctly Identified: Number of hostile aircraft for
which a correct ID response is given, divided by
the total umtber of hostile aircraft detected

Percent Friendly Aircraft Qwrectly Identified: Number of friendly aircraft
for which a cornect ID response is given, divided
by the total number of friendly aircraft detected

Percent Hostile Attrition: Number of hostile aircraft credited as killed,
divided by the total number of hostile aircraft
presented

Percent Fratricide: Number of friendly aircraft credited as killed, divided
by the total umer of friendly aircraft presented

Percent Hstiles Killed Prior to Ordnance Release: Number of hostile aircraft
c'edited as killed prior to ordnance release,
divided by the total number of hostile aircraft
presented (Ordnance release is defined as
approachirg within t kilometers of weapon
position for fixed-wing aircraft. Ordnance
release is defined as 20 se s after target
availability for rotary-wing aircraft.)

Conditional PrcbabilJt*:y of Kill Given Fire (expressed in percent): Number of
aircraft credited as killed (hostile plus
friendly), divided by the tot-al number of fire
events (fire triger pulls)
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Table 3

Sdaedule of Data Collection Activities

Sub-ExpriI!ent 1: Stircer Baseline

Wed Thu Sat Sun Man

5 Dec 6 c 8Dec 9 Dec l0 Dec
AM: - - - - - - MDPPO MDPP4 MOPPO
PM: -. .-.- - PP4 MDIPPO M?)PP4
Night: vision Visicn --- --- ---

1Dec 13 Dec 5 Dec 16 Lec 17 De
AM: -.-.-. MDPP4 MDPP0 MOPP4
PM: --- --- MDPPO MDPP4 MOPPO
Night: Vision vision -- - - - -

S2: Stirsrer : Stý

wed Thu Sat Sun Mn

16 Jan 17~f Jan ~ f 19j Q 2 n 2 1 Ja~n
AM: --- --- MDPPO MIPP4 *
FM: --- --- MDPP4 MVPPO *
Night: Visicn Vision -- - -- - ---

23 aan 24Jan 26Jn 27 Jan 28Jn
AM: ... ... MDPPO MDlPP4 MDPP0
PM: .- - - MDPP4 MVPPO MVPP4
Night: Vision Vision --- - - - -- -

AM = 0900-1200 hrs
PM = 1300-1600 hrs
Night - 1800-2100 hrs
* - led dae to srcwsto=
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Activities prior to field testing. tEM personnel transported the
research participants to Building 111, Fort Bliss, hami of the USARI Fort
Bliss Field Unit. Here the soldiers were briefed as to the nature of the
research and their participation in it. Inforaution concerning the weekend
field testing was kept at a general level. Information conc ng the night's
vision testing was described in detail. Questions were answered, where
ap-propriate. Soldiers we•re offered the coortnity to read and then sign the
Volunteer Affidavit. All signeL. Participants were then tested irdividually
for foveal visual acuity, visual contrast sensitivity, and visual resting
focus distance.

Foveal visual acuity was measured binocularly fron a distance of 20 feet
(6.10 meters) using the standard Tumblirq-E acuity chart. This test measured
the participant's ability to resolve very stall differences in high contrast
visual stimuli. It presented a range of stimuli frnm 20/25 to 20/4, with
20/20 being one minute of arc. A score of, for example, 20/16 shoutld be
interpreted to mean that this participant performs as well at 20 feet as the
normal subject does at 16 feet. Smaller rInbers mean better acuity.

The acuity chart was placed at eye level in a well-illuminated roam. A
modified Method of Limits psychcphysical procedure was used t,) determine
threshold acuity. Participants were asked to read each line of the chart
aloud frcm the left margin, beginning with the top line (easiest, 20/25).
Each line contained five Es, each one in either the up, down, left, or right
orientation. Participants responded "up," "dwn," "left," or "right" to each
sucsive E. Threshold was defined as the acuity value of the smallest line
on which the participant got at least four of the five correct. When the
participant missed two C more on a given line, the test was terminated and
the threshold recorded.

Visual contrast sensitivity was measured binocularly fram a distance of
10 feet (3.05 meters) using the Vistoch Visian Contrast Test System chart
(configuration B). This test meas=ued the participant's ability to resolve
very small differenes in brigntness contrast between adjacent spatial
locations. The Vistech chart displayed sine-dave gratings (parallel lines)
varying in spatial frequency and brightness cantrast. Forty circular patches
of sine-wave gratings were organized into five horizontal rows of eight
patches each. Each of the rows was a different spatial frequency increasing
from top to bottcn (1.5, 3.0, 6.0, 12.0, and 18.0 cycles/d-xjree). Within each
raw, brightness cmntrast decreased in regular derents fran the left-most
patch (interval nunR-r one) to the right-most patch (interval number eight).

The contrast sensitivity chart was placed at eye level in a well-
illumirated roan. A modified Methcd of Limits psychophysical procure was
used to determine threshold contrast sensitivity. Participants were asked to
read each raw of the chart alcui frcm left to right. The lines of each
grating patch were oriented either left, right, or straight up. Participants
responded "left," "right," or "up" to each ussive grating patch.
Threshold was defined as the highest interval umber (the lowest brightness
contrast patch) that the participant correctly identified in a raw. When the
participant incorrectly identified a patch, the threshold for that row was
recrded and the participant went on to the next lcwer raw (higher spatial
frequency). In this fashion a Uhrerhold was determined for all five rows (all
five spatial freq.encies).
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The resting focal distance (also called dark focus distance or resting
acomdation distance) was measured for the right eye using a polarized
vernier cptometer built by Illiana Aviation Sciences, Limited. This test
measured the participant's resting a tI on distance in diopters plus a
constant 10. A dicpter is a unit of measurement of the refractive power of an
optical lens-such as the lens of the human eye. Distance measured in
dicpters is proportional to the reciprocal of the focal distance in meters
(e.g., 0 dicpters equals a focal length of infinity, 1 dicpter equals a focal
length of 1 meter, 2 dicpters equals a focal length of 0.50 meters, 3 diopters
equals a focal length of 0.33 meters, etc.). 7hus, large numbers represent
short focal length and vice versa. Since the resting focal distanc of many
people is between infinity and one meter, a camon convention is to add the
constant 10 to the dicpter value to make the numbers easier to work with.

Focal distance is the distanc from the lens of the eye to the point
focussed upon. This distance typically varies Efra about 15 centimeters to
optical infinity (about 6.10 meters). Resting (or dark) focal distance refers
to the focal length of the resting eye. That is, an eye that is not focussing
upon anything-such as an eye that is in the dark. People vary in their
resting focal distance.

Testing was performed in a dark roam. Each participant placed his head
on a chin rest and adjusted this chin rest until his right eye was optimally
positioned to view the stimuli from a distance of about 15 centiters. The
stimuli were three lighted, vertical line segments which were flashed
simultaneously for a duration of 500 milliseconds. The upper and lower line
segnts were aligned in fixed positions. The middle line sagment could be
adjusted to the right or left until it was precisely aligned with the other
two. The participant's task was to align the three line segmnts by telling
the experimenter after each trial (flash) that the middle segment was either
"left," "right," or "centered" relative to the upper and lower segments. The
middle line would be perceived as centered when it was presented at the
participants resting focal point.

A Method of Limits psydxotysical procedure was enployed to determine
resting focal distanze. Six measure•nts were performed. Thee measurements
began with the middle segment well left (inward) and proceeded right (outward)
until the pticipant responded "centered." Three measurements began with the
middle segment far right (outward) and prcc~eded left (inward) until the
participant respoxled "centered." Far left and 'far right starting points
alternated. The resting focal di-stance for each participant was defined as
the mean of these six measurerents.

Field testinM. The 16S personnel were tested in the RMS during their
last week of AIT. Due to reqiremmnts for classroom time, field data
collection took place on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. Weapons were set-up
and calibrated on Friday.
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Personnel were brought to the RIS site by an instructor who in no way
interfered with the test or coached the participants during the test. Upon
arrival, the trainees were briefed in detail as to the nature of the research
as appropriate and what was specifically required of them (e.g., allocation of
team chief tasks, allocation of gunner tasks). Trainees were shown examples
of stress and workload questionnaires and instructed in ho and when to
complete them. Personnel arrived at the RIS site as rembers of preexisting
tears in which they received their Advanced Individual Training. Tese
preexisting teams were randanly assigned to weapon positions. Each team chose
their wn individual duty assignments (i.e., team chief or gunner).

[NOTE: Typically, a new AIT graduate %would not be a team chief. For
prposes of this experiment, however, leader-gunner tears were a requirement.
So trainees were chosen as "actinr' team leaders. This did not prove to be a
problem, procedurally, since the trainees were knowledgeable and eager to
perform as team chiefs.)

Once at a weapon position, the data collector reviewed the engagement
actions with the team and showed them their sector of responsibility, left
limit, right limit, and primary target line (PTM). Each team was responsible
for defending the same 90 degree search sector. Procures were employed to
keep all weapon positions visually and aurally independent of one another so
that no cross cuing occurred.

Each team received 13 data trials unr conditions of MOPP0 and 13 under
MDPP4. MDPPO and MVPP4 trials occurred in a group either during the morning
or during the afternoon. The schedule of MOPP0 and MDPP4 trials was
counterbalanced across days of the experiment as presented in Table 3. Prior
to each morning and afternoon session a practice trial was run which contained
both a fixed-wing and a rotary-wing aircraft. Participants received feedback
on their performance at the end of the day after they finished both the MD)PPo
and the MDPP4 sessions.

The same 13 scenarios were presented to all teams both in the MDPPO and
the MDPP4 sessicns--bLt in a different counterbalanced order. The
counterbalanced ordering of scenario presentations varied both across sessions
within a day and across test days. The comterbalancing scheme was
cnstrained by the practical necessity not to have two fixed-wirq trials back-
to-back (i.e., to save preparation time). 7he 13 test scenarios are described
in Table 4. These 13 scenarios presented the participating teams with a
variety of aircraft targets. Scenarios varied in aircraft type, intent,
model, number of aircraft per scenario, range, aspect angle, aircraft ingress
azimuth, duration of availability, and level of difficulty.

All data were collected under ca oitio of Weapons Cntrol Status
Tight. This meant that soldiers were required to make their tactical
identification based upon visual criteria (e.g., Soviet aircraft were hostile,
US aircraft were friendly).
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Each trial began when the data collector gave the team a verbal alerting
message. Ths message stated that air activity was imminent and remirded the
team of their Weapons Control Status (i.e., "Red! Tight!"). The data
collector verbally signalled the end of a trial by alerting the team that the
current air attack had subsided ("Return to cordition yellow."). Each team
was instructed in the discrete trial procedure eMloyed, and reminded of the
trial-begin and trial-end signals.

Soldiers cipleted stress and wrkload questionnaires as part of field
testing. Te stress qusti ,aire (Self-Evaluation Questi=maire,
Spielberger, 1983) was administered twice during each sessim--cnce just prior
to beginning and again just after finishing each session. The workload
questionnaire (TLX Rating Scales, NASA-Ames, 1986) was administered
immediately after each data trial during both MOPP and MDPP4 sessions.
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Table 4

Test Scenario Specifications

Scen. No. A.C. Cl. Degrees XM Pres. Sec. Level of

No. Targ. Type Intent Model Az. Aspect Range Order Avail. Diff.

01 1 FW F AIO 11 45 ** -M - edium

02 1 FW F A7 1 45 ** - - Medium

03 1 FW H Su25 11 45 ** - - Medium

04 1 NW H Su20/22 1 45 ** - - edium

05 2 Mix H Su25 12 0 ** Simul - High
Mix H Mi24 12 90 3.5* Simul 50 High

06 1 N F UHM 11 270 3.5* - 50 LW

07 1 IN F AHI 12 315 3.5* - 50 LOw

08 1 RW F AH64 1 90 3.5* - 50 LOW

09 1 NW H Mi28 11 315 3.5* - 50 LW

10 1 FN H Mi24 12 90 3.5* - 50 Low

11 1 RW H Mi8 1 45 3.5* - 50 Low

12 3 NW F UHI I1 270 3.5* Simil 100 High
IN F AHI 12 315 3.5* Simul 100 High
N F AH64 1 90 3.5* Sinul 100 High

13 3 N4 H Mi28 11 315 3.5* Simul 100 High
N H Mi24 12 90 3.5* Sinul 100 High
N H Mi8 1 45 3.5* Simil 100 High

** Target becomes available for engagent at a range of at least 16
kilometers. Target is within team's search sector but outside visual
detection range. Target flies an ingressing pattern until reachirg one
kilaoeter from team, then timns and flies back tc base.

* Target rises from statioary, defilade position to becme available for
engagement, hovers for predetermined nmzber of seconds, then returns to
defilade position.
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Stinger Baseline (Sub-Experinent 1) was without cuing information. Each
team was responsible for searciig the full 90 degree sector to detect
available targets. In Stinger Quing (Sub-E .riment 2) all targets in all
scenarios were visually cued as to number (how many), type (NW or WgJ, clock
azimuth (11, 12, or 1, where 12 was PiM), and range (in full-scale
kilometers). Targets wre not cued as to identity. Examples of the cuing
displays are presented in Appendix A for all 13 scenarios. These visual cues
were presented for each scenario on a trial-by-trial basis coincident with the
verbal alert. The team chief examined this display, cued the gunner, and both
began searching.

The cuing displays were designed to be consistent with the screen format
employed in the Enanced Hand-Held Terminal Unit (EMU) currently being
developed for the Forward Area Air Defense amand-Control Intelligence (FAAD
C2I) system (TW, 1990). The MHU when fielded in (approcximately) 1995 is
expected to provide precise, accurate cuing information for FAAD fire units.
The size, format, and symbology used in the 13 cuing displays were designed to
describe each of the 13 scenarios in terms consistent with the 1990 versicn of
the EHIU. Mhe -e depicted the Stinger team as the box symbol in the center
of the screen display. Targets were the "u" symbols. nve 'tJ' stands for
"unknownt because the experimental conditions forced the team to identify each
aircraft visually as per Weapons Control Status Tight. The '"U" symbols with
bars above them represent RW aircraft. M1ose without bars represent N
aircraft. The straight lines emerging from the center of each "'U represent
aircraft heading ard speed. IonM lines represent fast mvers and short lines
represent slow movers. All teams were instructed in the use of the cues and
were given practice with feedback before data trials were run. All teams
found the graphic displays easy to understand and use.

The procedure followed during a baseline data trial was this: data
collector shouts alert red; team membars stand up and take their positions-
gunner shailders Stiner while chief searches sector for aircraft; upon
detection of aircraft, team performs standard tactical engagement sequence
including team chief using binoc)ilars to identify aircraft-if a multiple
target scenario, the enagvnt sequence is repeated anew for each target;
team searches sector for aircraft until data collector shouts reduced alert
status yellow; gunner then returns Stinger to rack; team memers return to
seats at weapon position-sitting with their backs to the range between
trials; and finally, team chief and gunner complete workload questionnaire for
the trial just completed. The procedure followed during a cuing data trial
was identical except, as noted above, visual e were presented at the time
of the verbal alert.

The design of this experiment was a mixed factorial with two levels of
the MOPP factor (0 and 4) and two levels of the cling factor (no cues and
cues). The MDPP factor was a within subjects manipulaticn-with all
participants receiving both the mVPPO and the MOPp4 conditions. The =uing
factor was a between subjects manipulation-with all participants in Sub-
Experiment 1 (Baseline) receiving the no oces condition and all participants
in Sub-Experiment 2 (Qiiiq) receiving the cues conditicn.
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Hypotheses

Air defense engagement tasks were expected to be performed less wall
uider comlitions of MDPP4, when caqpared to the MOPPO conditions. These same
erjagement tasks ware expected to be performed better when cuing information
was provided than when no cues were present. The addition of the cuing
information was hypothesized to reduce at least same of the degradation in
performance lost to MOPP4 in the un.ied, baseline condition.

Participants were expected to report greater stress during the MOPP4
conditions, when caqiared to the MVPPO coditions. Participants were also
expected to report greater workload duri cnitins of wearing MPP4. The
masures of visual sensitivity were expected to correlate systematically with
msures of the team dcief' s detection and identification performance.

PeSUits

Enmae~nt Performance

Data for fixed-wing Task Performance Measures (e.g., detection range,
identification range, etc.) were aggregated across FW scenarios (Scenarios 1,
2, 3, 4, and the FW portion of 5) for each canditicn for each team. Data for
rotary-wing Task Performance Measures (e.g., time from target available to
detect, time fran detect to IU7, etc.) were aggregated across I scenarios
(Scenarios 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and the first IM detected in Scenarios 12 and
13) for each condition for each team. Scores for each Task Performance
Measure were aggregated across similar scenarios (either FW or !" by taking
the arithmetic mean of the engagement msures recorded in RIS.

Summary Performanc Measures (e.g., percent aircraft detected, percent
aircraft correctly identified, etc.) ware calculated over relevant scenarios
for eadh condition for each team. For example, F percent aircraft detected
was cilculated over Scenarios 1, 2, 3, 4, and the FW portion of 5. I1 percent
aircraft detected was calculated over Scenarios 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and
13. For another exanple, NW percent friendly fratricide was calculated over
Scenarios 1 and 2. N percent friendly fratricide was calculated over
Scenarios 6, 7, 8, and 12. For SPMs (but rt TPMs) all three N targets in
Scenarios 12 and 13 were included.

Engagemnt performanc was analyzed by a mixed two factor Analysis of
Variance (AN=VA). The within subjects factor was MDPP level. The between
subjects factor was presence or absence of ces. Cne such mixed ANmVA was
performed for each of the measures of engagement performance using the
SPSS/PC+ Advarned Statistic software packe (Norusis, 1986, pps. B153-B181).
The effect of cuing was tested against bebmwu-subjects variability, while
both the MVPP effect and the cuing by MOPP interaction effect were tested
against withirn-sbjects variability. Due to the relatively small samples
collected plus the notoriously large variability c=n to applied field
researdc, alpha prcbabJlities as high as ten percent will be reported for the
engagement per-ormanre results.
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Data presented in tables are the arithnatic mean Olean), the standard
deviation (=$D, and the nunber (M of data points (i.e., the numnber of tears)
upon whird these descriptive statistics are based. It will be noted that the
number of data points for FW targets is sl le'e than the mmnber for IV
targets. Ths is because technical difficulties with the PLS prevented same
teams from being given the FW scenarios. No make-ups were possible due to the
tight schedule of testing.

esults for fixed-wina aircraft: TP~s. Task Performac Measures are
presented in Tables 5 through i1 by dependent variable. Generally, the
greater the irxzing ranges the better the performance. Positive ranges are
incoming; negative ranges are oitgoing. Table 5 presents detection range as a
function of M0PP level and presence or absence of caes. Aircraft were
detected at significantly greater range under conditions of )WPP0 (7.59
"kilometers) than under conditiors of MDPP4 (6.74 kilcometers) [f(i, 20) = 3.18,
2<.10]. Aircraft were also detected at significantly greater range during the
cue condition (7.76 kilameters) than during the no cue condition (6.57
kilometers) L(I, 20) = 9.99, p<.01]. There was no interaction between MVPP
level and presence or absence of cAes 1(i, 20) = 0.62, p>.10].

Table 5

Detection Range in Kilometers for Fixed-Wing Aircraft by Corditions

No Cue No COse Cue Cue
Statistic MDPP0 MDPP4 MDPPO NDPP4

Mean 6.80 6.33 8.37 7.15

SD 0.81 0.84 1.71 1.45

N 8 8 14 14

Noe Positive ranges are incomiing.

Table 6 presents the range at IFF as a function of MOPP level and cue
ccndition. Aircraft ware interrogated at significantly greater range under
conditions of MVPPO (6.83 kilometers) than under conditions of moPP4 (5.66
kilometers) [Z(I, 20) = 2.96, L><.10]. Aircraft were also interrogated at
significantly greater range during the cue cordition (7.42 kilometers) than
during the no ae condition (5.07 kilometers) IF(1, 20) = 7.03, p<.05].
Aqain, there was no interaction between MOPP level and presence or absence of
a3 [(i(1, 20) --0.01, p>.1o].
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Table 6

IFF Range in Kilareters for Fixed-Wing Aircraft by Corditions

No Cue No Cue Cue Cue
Statistic MDPPO MOPP4 MDPPO MDPP4

Mean 5.61 4.53 8.05 6.79

SD 4.43 2.51 1.46 2.00

I 8 8 14 14

Note. Positive ranges are incoming.

Table 7 presents weapon acquisition range for the aircraft as a function
of MDPP level and cue condition. •Tere was no statistically significant
effect of MDPP level upon acquisition range (I-(1, 20) = 0.50, p>.10].
Acuisition range was significantly greater during the ce condition (4.53
kilcmeters) than during the no cue ccrditicn (1.55 kilometers) (F(1, 20) =
8.36, P<.01]. Mxre was no interaction between MDPP level and cue condition
[_E(1, 20) = 0.21, p>.10].

Table 7

Acquisition Range in Kilcmeters for Fixsd-Wiri Aircraft by Conditions

No Cue No Cue cue Ole
Statistic MDPPO MDPP4 MOPP0 MDPP4

Mean 2.04 1.07 4.63 4.42

5D 3.26 2.88 3.58 2.12

N 8 8 14 14

13e. Positive ranges are incoming.

Table 8 presents identification range as a function of MVPP level and
cue condition. Aircraft were identified at significantly greater range under
cornditions of M1PPO (2.61 kilcaeters) than under corditions of MVPP4 (0.45
kilometers) (I(1, 20) = 10.22, R<.01]. Aircraft were also identified at
significantly greater range during the cue condition (2.45 kilomters) than
during the no cue condition (0.61 kilcmeters) (/.(1, 20) = 8.02, R<.01].
Again, there was no interaction between MOPP level and cue condition [_F(, 20)
= 0.51, p>.10].
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Table 8

Identification Range in Kilometers for Fixed-Wing Aircraft by Crfditions

No Cue No Cue Cue OCe
Statistic MDPPO MDPP4 MDPPO MIPP4

Mean 1.45 - 0.22 3.77 1.13

SD 2.33 2.00 2.01 2.15

N 8 8 14 14

Note. Positive ranes are in=mning; neative ranges are outgoing.

Table 9 presents the range at weapon lock-on as a function of MVPP level
and presence or absence of cues. There was no effect of MDPP level on lock-on
range [_(1,20) = 0.04, R>.I0]. Izck-cn was, hcoever, performed at a
significantly greater range in the c cocrdition (1.53 kilometers) than in the
no cue condition (- 0.97 kilometers) (F(1, 20) = 8.43, R-t.01]. There was no
interaction between MDPP and cuing [F(1, 20) = 0.22, R>.10].

Table 9

Iock-On Range in Kil•aters for Fixae-Wing Aircraft by Conditions

No Cue No Cue Ole Cue
Statistic MDPPO MDPP4 MOPPO MDPP4

Mean - 1.07 - 0.86 1.77 1.29

SD 3.04 2.15 2.81 2.19

8 8 14 14

Note. Positive ranges are incxming; negative ranges are outgoing.

Table 10 presents the range at fire as a function of MDPP conditions and
cue conditions. There was no statistically significant effect of MOPP upon
fire range [1(1, 20) = 0.55, p>.10]. Fire was performed at a significantly
greater range during the cue condition (0.55 kilometers) than during the no
cue condition (- 1.85 kilometers) [f(1, 20) = 8.69, p<.Ol]. Again, there was
no interaction between MOPP level and cue condition [_.(1, 20) 0.34, p>.10].
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Table 10

Fire Range in Kilcawters for Fixed-Wing Aircraft by Conditions

No Qie No Oie Cue Cue
Statistic MOPPO MOPP4 MDPPO MDPP4

Mean - 1.79 - 1.91 1.06 0.04

SD 3.31 2.00 2.89 1.83

8 8 14 14

Note. Positive ranges are inc n; negative ranges are outgoing.

able 11 presents the peroentage of the total possible tracking time
interval that the gunner was actually tracking the target by corditions of the
experiment. There was no statistically significant effect of either MOPP
level [F(1, 20) = 0.60, p>.10] or cuing [.E(1, 20) = 0.22, p>.10]. There was
no interaction between MOPP and cuing [(14, 20) = 0.37, R>.10].

Table 11

Percnt of Total Tracking Tim on Target for Fixed-Wing Aircraft by Conditions

No Cue No Cue Cue OCe
Statistic MDPPO MOPP4 IDPPO MDPP4

Mean 75.25 77.00 73.21 88.07

SD 34.21 37.10 33.50 27.53

I 8 8 14 14

The effects of MOPP level and cuing Lon Task Performance Masures can
be seen clearly when presented graphically. Figures 1 through 4 display the
FW aircraft ranges for selected engagement events. Figure 1 displays the
results for all conditions of the experimen. Figures 2 through 4 display
critical subsets of these results, and thereby highlight key effects irplicit
in the analyses described above.
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Figure 2 show6 the results of the MDPPO versus MOPP4 comparison sunned
over the no cue ccrxiticn (Sub-Experiment 1) and the ace condition (Sub-
Experiment 2). Over all six engagement actions (detection through fire), the
mean difference in performanc was 0.91 kilometers favoring MOPPO. The
largest difference was for identification where MDPPO was superior by 2.16
kilameters.

Figure 3 shows the results of the ccapariscn betwen the no cue
conditicn ard the cue condition summed over MOM and MVPP4. Over all six
engagement actions, the cue ccrdition was suep-ior by a mean range of 2.21
kilometers.

Figure 4 presents a ccuparison between the no cue condition of MDPP0 and
the ae codition of MOPP4. The MOPP4 ccnditicn in this cciarison was
superior to the MDPPV coxnition in five of the six engagement actions by a
mean range of 1.62 kilameters. Figure 4 is useful because it quantifies the
extent to which adding cues alleviated the degration due to MOPP4 for these
soldiers in tee FW scenarios.

Results for fixed-winM aircraft: SRjs. Fixed-wing Summary Performnce
Measures and associated analyses will only be presented in detail where there
were statistically significant results. 7he man overall percentage of
aircraft detected was 99.37. The mean cverall percentage of aircraft
correctly identified (hostile plus friendly) was 56.49. The mean overall
percentage of hostile aircraft correctly identified was 63.59.

Table 12 shows percent frierdly aircraft correctly identified as a
function of MOPP level and presence or absence of cues. The correct
identification rate was significantly higher under the MDPP0 ccrditicn
(58.48%) than under MOPP4 (39.73%) [Y(I, 20) - 3.37, 2<.10]. There was no
effect of a [FE(l, 20) - 0.02, p>.10], and no interaction between MDPP level
and condition of cuing [YE(, 20) - 0.37, p>.10].

Table 12

Fixed-Wing: Percent Friendly Aircraft Correctly Identified by Conditions

No 02e No Cue Cue cue
Statistic MDPPO MDPP4 MDPPO !VPP4

Mean 56.25 13.75 60.71 35.71

17.68 17.68 34.96 45.69

1 8 8 14 14
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Table 13 displays hostile aircraft attrition agregted over MOPP
conditions and cue conditions. There was no statistically significant
difference in attrition between MDPPO and NDPP4 [F(I, 20) = 0.20, p>.10].
Attrition was, hoever, significantly greater when cues were presented
(57.14%) than when no cues were presented (32.31%) [F(I, 20) = 3.13, 2<.10].
There was no interaction between MIPP and cuing [_E(1, 20) = 0.20, R>.10].

Table 13

Fixed-Wing: Percent Hostile Aircraft Attrition by Corditions

No Cue No Cue Cue cue
Statistic MDPP0 MDPP4 MDPPO MDPP4

Mean 27.13 37.50 57.14 57.14

SD 30.89 37.62 44.24 43.73

N 8 8 14 14

The mean overall fratricide rate u-s 26.79 percent. The mean overall
percentage of hostile aircraft credited as destroyed ("killed") prior to
ordnance release was 13.90. (The ordnance release point for hosti2 .3 7W
aircraft was defined as two kilometers frcm the weapon position. Iilling an
aircraft prior to ordnance release was defined as firing early enough in the
engagement sequence to allow the missile time to intercept the flight path of
the aircraft prior to the inccming aircraft reaching the two kilamet-r point.)
The mean overall conditional probability of a kill given fire was 58.01
percent.

Results for r -win• aircraft: TRMs. Task Performance Measures are
Presented in Tables 14 through 21 by dependent variable. Generally, the
shorter the engagement times the better the performance. Table 14 presents
the time from target available to detect as a function of MDPP level and
presence or absence of cues. There were no statistically significant
differences in detection times for mDPP level [(i(, 25) = 2.58, R=.12] or cues
[E(l, 25) = 0.03, R>.10], and no interaction between the two [.E(1, 25) = 2.16,
P>.101.
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Table 14

Tim from Target Available to Detection in Seconds for Rtary-Wing Aircraft by
conditions

No Cue No Cue Cue Cue
Statistic MOPPO MDPP4 MDPPO MDPP4

Mean 7.00 8.50 7.59 7.65

SD 0.82 2.37 2.40 2.55

N 10 10 17 17

Table 15 shows the time from detection to identification (ID) as a
function of corditiors of MDPP and cuing. Tines from detect to ID were
significantly longer in the MDPP4 condition (10.92 seconds) than in the MDPPO
cordition (9.27 seconds) [F(1, 25) = 4.92, R<.05]. There were no
statistically significant differences as a function of cuing [_F(1, 25) = 0.05,
R>.10], nor was there a NDPP by cuing interaction [2(1, 25) = 0.11, R>.10].

Table 15

Time froa Detection to Identification in Seconds for Pztary-Wing Aircraft by
Cbditions

No Cue No Cue Cue Cue
.Statistic MOPPO MDPP4 MOPP0 MDPP4

Mean 9.00 10.90 9.53 10.94

SD 2.31 4.75 3.08 4.60

N 10 10 17 17

Table 16 displays the time from target detection to IFF interrogation by
conditions of the experiment. There were no statistically significant
differenes in IFF tines for crnitions of MOPP [F(1, 24) = 1.97, p>.10]. IFF
times were, however, significantly shorter during the cue condition (2.65
seconds) than during the no cue cordition (4.45 secords) [f(1, 24) = 6.01,
R<.05]. There was no MOPP by cuing interaction [_(1, 24) = 0.21, p>.10].
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Table 16

Time from Detection to IFF in Seconds for rotary-Wing Aircraft by Conditions

No Que No Cue Cue Cue
Statistic MDPPO MDPP4 MlPP0 MIPP4

Mean 3.90 5.00 2.37 2.94

SD 2.77 3.53 1.35 2.02

10 10 16 16

Table 17 presents the time from detection to weapon acquisition as a
function of MDPP level and cordition of cuing. There was a statistically
significant interaction between MOPP and cuing [_F(1, 24) = 5.84, Lx.05].
Acquisition time was substantially longer for MD)PP4 in the no cue cordition
(accounting for the significant main effect of MDPP, [F(1, 24) = 5.26, L<.05],
while in the cue condition there was essertially no difference between MDPPo
and MDPP4. Acquisition times were shorter in the cue condition (7.31 seconds)
than in the no cue corditicn (I0.80 seconds) L.(l, 24) = 4.09, p<.05].

Table 17

Time from Detection to Weapon Acauisition in Seconds for Rotary-Wing Aircraft
by Conditions

No Cue No We Cue OUS
Statistic MIPPO H)PP4 MPPO MDPP4

Mean 8.40 13.20 7.37 7.25

SD 3.78 7.48 4.06 4.51

10 10 16 16

Table 18 shows the time from weapon acquisition to lock-on by conditions
of the experiment. Iock-on times were significantly longer while wearing
MDPP4 (5.33 seconds) than while in MOPPO (3.77 seods) [F(1, 24) = 3.09,
R<. 10]. There were no statistically significant differenm as a function of
cuing [F(I, 24) = 0.47, p>.10]. Also, there was no MOPP by cuing interaction
[F(1, 24) = 2.35, R>.10].
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Table 18

Time fran Weapon Acquisition to rock-On in Seccrds for Rotary-Wing Aircraft by
Conitions

No Cue No Cue Cue Cue
Statistic MDPP0 MOPP4 MVPPO MDPP4

Mean 3.90 4.10 3.63 6.56

SD 4.31 4.61 3.34 5.55

N 10 10 16 16

Table 19 displays the time from lock-on to fire as a function of M!PP
level and presence or absence of cues. Times were significantly longer for
the MOPP4 cordition (3.83 seconds) than during the MIPP0 condition (2.75
seconds) [(1(, 24) = 19.29, p<.001]. Tines were significantly shorter for the
cue cordition (2.69 seconds) than for the no cue cordition (3.90 secrnds)
[F(1, 24) = 5.52, 2<.05]. There was no interaction between M)PP level and
cuing LF(1, 24) = 1.76, p>.10].

Table 19

Time fro, Lock-On to Fire in Seconds for Rotary-Wing Aircraft by Conditions

No Qe No Cue Cue Cue
Statistic MPPO MDPP4 MOPP0 M!PP4

Mean 3.20 4.60 2.31 3.06

SD 1.40 2.17 0.87 1.29

10 10 16 16

Table 20 presents the time fron identification to fire as a function of
M)PP level and presence or absence of cues. Times were significantly longer
for the MOPP4 condition (9.07 seconds) than for the MDPPO condition (5.89
seconds) [1(1, 24) = 5.26, 2<.05]. There were no statistically significant
differences in tires as a furction of cuing (_F(1, 24) = 1.81, p>.10). Neither
was there an interaction between MOPP level and presence or absence of cues
•[(1, 24) = 0.65, p">.10].
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Table 20

Time from Identification to Fire in Seconds for Ratary-Wing Aircraft by
Corxiitions

No Cue No Cue Cue Cue
Statistic NDPPO MDPP4 MDPPO M)PP4

Mean 6.40 10.70 5.37 7.44

SD 3.50 7.33 2.47 6.50

N 10 10 16 16

Table 21 presents the cumulative time of the engagement from detection
to fire by crnditions of the experiment. Times were significantly longer in
the MOPP4 condition (19.11 seconds) than in the MOPP0 codition (14.03
secrnis) [f(1, 24) = 9.52, R<.01). There ware no statistically significant
differences in tiies as a furction of cuing [f(l, 24) = 1.56, p>.10]. Also,
there was no M1IPP level by ondition of cuiq interaction LE(i, 24) = 0.15,
R>.10].

Table 21

Tim frcm Detection to Fire in Seconds for atary-WinM Aircraft by Ccrditions

No Cue No Cie Cue Cue
Statistic M1PPO MOPP4 MVPPO MIPP4

Mean 15.20 20.90 12.87 17.31

SD 3.97 10.74 3.44 8.55

N 10 10 16 16

Sumnarizing the results presented in Tables 14 throuh 21 it can be seen
that erqagement actions required nore time to be performed in MOPP4. Of the
16 MOPP0 versus MVPP4 comarisons displayed in the tables (8 TPs x 2
conditions = 16), 15 (94%) resulted in lcargr MDPP4 times. Of the eight
statistical tests of the MDPP-level differences in perfonrance (one test each
for eight TPMs), six (75%) met the criterion for statistical significance-and
one, availability to detection, approadced the criterion.
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These differene can be seen clearly when the results are presented
graphically. Figure 5 displays the MEPPO versus MlDPP4 camarisons for all
eight TPhs summed over both Sub-Experizent 1 (no cue) and Sub-Experiment 2
(cue).-

Summarizirg over Tables 14 thru 21 there were 16 cue versus no cue
comparisons (8 TPMs x 2 conditions = 16). Twelve (75%) of these caarisons
resulted in shorter tires for the cue cndition. Of the eight statistical
tests of the cue versus no cue differences in performance (one test eadc for
eight TPRs), three (37.5%) met the criterion for statistical significance.
Clearly, the effect of caes served to reduce s engagment times. The cuing
effect, hoever, was not so pronounced as that of mDPP. These rmeults are
presented graphically in Figure 6.

The reduction in the baseline dpcrewint produced by the cue condition is
displayed graphically in Figure 7. This figure presents all eight engagement
action times for the no cue MDPP0 cordition, the no cue MEPP4 condition, and,
for comparison, the cue MOPP4 condition. Note that the cued condition of
MDPP4 required less time than the uncued condition of MDPP4 for six of the
eight engagement actions. Over the engagement sequence frai detection to
fire, the cued condition of MEPP4 was shorter than the urnued condition of
NOPP4 by 3.59 seccm-s-a reduction of the baseline decrmnt by 63 percent
[from Table 21: No Cue M)PP4 - No Cue MDPP0 = 5.70 (baseline decrement); Cue
MOPP4 - No Cue MDPPO = 2.11; 5.70 - 2.11 = 3.59 (reduction in baseline
decrnt) ; 3.59 / 5.70 = 0.63 (proportion of baseline decrement redu-ced)].
Figure 7 is useful because it quantifies the extent to which adding cues
alleviated the degradation due to MDPP4 for these soldiers in these 1R
scenarios.

Perhaps a clearer method for presenting the rotary-wing erqagernt tires
is to examine the entire engagement sequence in terms of four critical periods
(c.f., Jhmson, Barber, & Lockhart, 1988): Target available to detect, detect
to identify, identify to fire, and the total time fran target available to
fire. The mean time for these periods are presented in Table 22.

Table 22

RRoary-WinM: Mean Time in Secds for Critical Engagement Periods by
Conditions

No Cue No Cue Cue Cule
Period MOPPO MOPP4 MPPO ) 'PP4

Av. to Detect 7.00 8.50 7.59 7.65

Detect to ID 9.00 10.90 9.53 10.94

ID to Fire 6.40 10.70 5.37 7.44

Av. to Fire 22.40 30.10 22.49 26.03
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Mfe results presented in this table shaw that wearing M!PP4 increases
the duration of the engagement sequence during all critical periods for the
baseline, no cue Sub-Eqperiment 1. The mean time frum target available to
detect was inreased by 1.50 seconds. After the target had been detected, the
mean time to identify the target was increased by 1.90 secrds. After the
target had been detected and identified as hostile, the mean time to fire was
increased by 4.30 secords. This means that after the team chief had
completely finished his part of the engagement sequence and had ordered the
gunner to fire on a target which was hovering within range, the MOPP4-
enMtered gurner required an aditional 4.30 seconds to fire not required by
the same gunner while in NDPPO. The mean time for a complete engagement
(available to fire) was longer by 7.70 sends for the MDPP4 condition. This
is the differenme betwen engagi.nt t iJe which aproach acceptability and
errygemnt tnies which are unacceptably long (for a discussion of Stiner
tra ninr standards see Barber, 1990b; Drewfs & Barter, 1990).

The results presented in Table 22 also show that for the entire
available-to-fire period the cue condition of MDPP4 was 4.07 seconds shorter
than the camparable no cue cordition of NDPP4-a reduction of the baseline
MOPP4 decrement by 53 percent [NO COe EPP4 - No Cue MDPP0 = 7.70 (baseline
decrement); cue MDPP4 - No Cue MOPPO = 3.63; 7.70 - 3.63 = 4.07 (reduction in
baseline decrement); 4.07 / 7.70 = 0.53 (proportion of baseline decrement

In addition, two special Task Performance Measures were analyzed-one
each for Scenarios 12 and 13. These are measures of the total time in seconds
from target availability until the last action was performed on the third
target. That is, each of these measures represents the total tine taken to
service all three simultaneous rotary-wiM aircraft. It was hypothesized that
this 'time fram available to last act" would be lconer for the MDPP4 condition
and shorter for the cue condition.

Table 23 presents the tine frm available to last act for Scenario 12
for the conditicos of the experiment. Times were significantly longer in the
MDPP4 condition (49.83 secos) than in the MDPP0 condition (42.67 serds)
[7(1, 22) = 3.93, R<.10]. There was no effect of cuing [F(l, 22) = 0.01,
P>.l0] and no MPP by cing interaction (_F(l, 22) - 0.24, p>.10].

Table 23

Scenario 12: Time from Available to Last Act in Sexoids by cwditions

No OCe No Cue Cue Cue
Statistic MDPP0 MOPP4 MDPPO MDPP4

Mean 43.70 49.10 41.64 50.57

SD 14.91 14.06 11.84 9.95

1 10 10 14 14
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Table 24 displays the time from available to last act for Scenario 13
for the conditions of the experinmnt. here were no statistically significant
differenc for MOPP [F(1, 22) = 1.44, R>.10] or cuing [_F(1, 22) = 1.40,
p>.10), and no interaction between the two ILF(l, 22) = 0.96, R>.10].

Table 24

Scenario 13: Time fram Available to Last Act in Seconds by Conditions

No Ce No Cue Cue Cue
Statistic MOPP0 M)PP4 MDPPO MDPP4

Mean 54.90 60.60 51.57 52.14

SD 10.43 13.98 12.89 15.79

N 10 10 14 14

Results for rotary-wing aircraft: Sis. Rotary-wing sumury
Performance Measures and a iated analyses will only be presented in detail
wheree there were statistically significant results. The mean overall
percentage of aircraft detected was 98.88. Ihe mean overall percentage of
aircraft correctly identified (hostile plus frierdly) was 70.83. The mean
overall percentage of friendly aircraft correctly identified was 58.71. The
overall mean fratricide rate was 35.63 percent.

Table 25 presents the percent hostile aircraft correctly identified by
conditions. Tre was no statistically significant effect of MVPP level [F(l,
25) = 0.07, R>. 10). There w3s a significant decrease in perf-nnan-e as a
fucrtion of cuing [.E(l, 25) = 3.84, R<.10], with the percentage for the cued
condition (74.91) being lower than that for the no cue cordition (90.00).
This result ran opposite to the hypothesis stated above and could not be
explained. There was no interaction between MDPP and cuing [F(1, 25) = 0.05,
P>.o0].
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TVble 25

Rotary-Wing: Percent Hostile Aircraft Correctly Identified by Corditions

No Cue No Cue Cue Cue
Statistic MDPPO MDPP4 MDPP0 M)PP4

Mean 90.10 89.90 76.00 73.82

SD 15.94 16.15 22.82 27.68

10 10 17 17

Table 26 displays percent hostile aircraft attrition as a function of
MDPP level and presence or absence of cues. Mhere was a statistically
significant interaction bein MPP ?.-vel and c'.' [_F(I, 25) = 5.30, p<.05].
Attrition was reduced substantially in the MCDPP4 condition when there ware no
a (a.cmmtix for the significant rain effect of HoPP level [•(i, 25) =

3.04, p<.10]), and 3uproved slightly when there were ces. TMere was no rmin
effect of cues [F(l, 25) = 0.28, R>.10].

Table 26

Rotary-Wing: Percent Hostile Aircraft Attritio, by Comditions

No Cue No Cue Cue Cue
Statistic MOPPO MVPP4 MOIPP M!PP4

Mean 83.30 63.30 67.65 70.41

SD 22.25 24.67 19.96 27.43

I 10 10 17 17
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Table 27 presents the percent hostiles credited as kilied prior to their
releasing ordnance as a furnction of cxrditic of the experiment. (The
ordnance release point for hostile lu aircraft was defined as 20 second-s fr-n
availability. That is, a hostile aircraft Aas assumed to be mapable of
releasing ordnance if not killed prior to 20 seconds frrn availability. In
order to prevent ordnanc release, the team nust fire at the target early
enogh in the scenario to allow missile flight time to target within 20
seconds from availability.) The percentage of hostiles killed prior to
ordnance release was significantly smaller during t~he MOPP4 condition (17.89)
than during the M)PP0 condition (25.09) [_F(l, 25) = 2.96, R<.10). There was
no significant effect of cues [_F(l, 25) = 2.05, p>.10] and no interaction
[F(1, 25) = 1.73, p>.10].

Table 27

Rotary-Wing: Percent Hostiles Killed Prior to Ordnance Relea.se by Crnditions

No Cue No Ole e Cue
Statistic MDPPO IVPP4 M!PPO MDPP4

Mean 22.70 10.00 27.47 25.77

SD 26.15 13.97 20.35 21.17

1N 0 10 17 17

Table 28 displays the conditional prcbability of a crxlited kill given a
fire (in units of percent) as a function of MOPP level and presence or absence
of aes. -Prabiity of kill was significtly lower during the MoPP4
corditic.n (89.99) than during the M1PP0 cutditicn (98.11) [I(I, 25) = 3.26,
2<.10]. There was no effect of cuing [F(l, 25) = 0.02, p>.10] wnd -no
interaction betwen IMWPP level and cuing cudition (_E(l, 25) = 0.46, R>.10].
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Table 28

Rotary-Wing: Conditional Probability of Kill Given Fire (in Percent) by
Conditions

No Cue No Cue Cue Ole
Statistic MOPPO MDPP4 1:PPO MDIPP4

Mean 100.00 88.80 96.23 91.18

SD 0.00 12.06 10.15 25.07

N 10 10 17 17

Correlation of Vision Measures With Engagement Performance

Measures of visual sensitivity were correlated with s•lected measures of
engagement performance separately for each sub-experiment. The four vision
measures were foveal visual acuity, general contrast sensitivity, high
frequency contrast sensitivity, and resting focus. These measures were chosen
because past research showed them to be reliably correlated with FAAD
engagement performance (Barber, 1990a). Visual acuity is an ordinal-level
measure and is reverse scored, with lower scores representin better
performance. General contrast sensitivity is the mean contrast sensitivity
score for all five spatial frequencies. High frequency contrast sensitivity
is the mean contrast sensitivity score for the two highest frequency gratings
(12 and 18 cycles per degree). Contrast sensitivity is also an ordinal-level
measure. Better performance is represented by higher scores. Resting focus
is a ratio-level measure and is also reverse scored, with lwer scores
representing better performance. Mean, SD, and N are presented for the vision
measures in Table 29 for both s.
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Table 29

Vision Scores for Team Chiefs for Both Sub-Everiments

Basel ine Mn
statistic Sub-Eperimnent 1 Sub-Experiment 2

N= 8 N= 14

Mean SD Mean SD

FA 15.13 3.18 16.00 4.08

CS 6.35 0.37 6.03 0.69

CSH 5.94 0.68 5.43 1.11

RF 10.64 0.90 10.06 1.12

FA = Foveal Acuity
CS = General Comtrast Sensitivity
CSH = High Frequency Contrast Sensitivity
RF = Resting Focus

Six engagement tasks were selected for correlation because they require
a substantial admixture of visual processing for their performance. They were
FW detection range, FW identification raare, percent FW correctly identified,
RW available to detect time, RW detect to identify time, and percent Rw

- correctly identified. A Stinger team detects all targets with the unaided eye
(FM 44-18-1). For a Stinger team in Weapcon Control Status Tight all targets
are identified by the team chief using his eyes aided with binoculars (FM 44-
18-1). Past research has shown that these six engagement tasks correlate with
the four vision measures described above (Barber, 1990a). Correlations were
performed separately for corditions of MMPP0 and M!PP4.

All correlations were performed on visual scores obtained from the team
chiefs because they 'were primarily responsible for detection and exclusively
responsible for identification. In addition, using similar participants,
equipment, and procures Barber (1990a) smwd that the detection and
identification tasks correlated with these sme vision measures, while the
specifically gunner tasks of weapon acquisition and tracking did not. Also
using similar participants, equipment, and proceures Gast and Johnson (1990)
showed that the identification performance of Stinger team chiefs predicted
both total engagement time and team effectiveness (i.e., "kills"). For these
reasons the decision was made to limit the analysis to team chiefs only.
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A total of 96 correlation coefficients were run (4 vision scores x 6
erqagant tasks x 2 conditions of MDPP x 2 sub-experiments = 96). A one-
"tailed test was chosen, where better vision scores were predicted to improve
ernagement performance. An alpha level of five percent was chosen. Hence,
4.8 statistically significant correlation coefficients would have been
expected by chance alone (0.05 x 96 = 4.8).

Nine correlations were statistically significant. These results are
presented in Table 30 by MDPP level and sub-experiment. Eight of the nine
significant correlations involved the detection task (NW detection range, N
available to detect time). Team chiefs with better visual sensitivity were
able to detect aircraft earlier and at greater range. With a single noted
exception, there was no evidence in these data that individual differences in
visual capability related to the identification task.

Table 30

Statistically Significant Correlations Between Visual Sensitivity and Selected
&gagemnt Tasks

Sub-Experiment I (Baseline): M)PPO
RW percent correct ID with RF (Pearson r = -. 68, H = 10, R < .05)

Sub-Eaeri•rent 1 (Baseline) : MOPP4
EW detect range with FA (Speaan rho = -. 62, N = 8, R = .05)

Sub-Exeriment 2 (0aig) : MOPPO
FW detect rang with FA (Spea•man rho = -. 44, i_ = 14, p = .05)
IU av. to detect time with FA (Spearman rho = .46, N_ = 17, p < .05)
Rw av. to detect time with C3 (Spearman rho = -. 39, _N = 17, R = .05)
N av. to detect time with RF (Pearson r = .48, N = 17, R < .05)

Sub-P eriment 2 (Cain-) : MPP4
N av. to detect tire with FA (Spearman rho = .48, F = 17, R < .05)

RW av. to detect time with CS (Spearman rho = -. 57, N = 17, R < .01)
N av. to detect time with CSH (Spearman rho = -. 45, N = 17, R < .05)

S= Foveal Acuity
CS = General Contrast Sensitivity
CSH = High Fruency Conrast Sensitivity
BF= Resting Focu~s

Stress and Workload

Stress. The M!ann-Yhitney U test for between-grcups ca~parisons and the
Wilcoxon I test for within-grCp comparisons (Bruning & Kintz, 1977) were used
to analyze the stress data reported drirng Sub-perient 1 and Sub-Experiment
2. Tables 31 through 34 display means, standard deviations (SD), number of
observations (N), and results of the statistical analyses for the between- and
within-gr ccp arisons.
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Because there were no sicnificant differences in reported stress levels
between Sub-Experiment 1 ard Sub-Experiment 2 (see Table 31) or between the
team chiefs' and gunners' ratinigs (see Table 32), these data were combined for
further analysis.

Table 31

Independent Groups Mann-Mhtney U_ Test Analysis of Stress Rating Given in
Sub-Experiment 1 and Sub-Experiment 2

Sub-Experiment 1 Sub-Experiment 2 Results

Pretest MOPPO

Mean 34.83 35.82 U = 380.0, R > .05
SD 6.95 9.21
N 24 34

Posttest MOPP0

Mean 35.91 35.85 U 364.0, R > .05
10.99 10.06
22 34

Pretest M:PP4

Mean 45.55 44.56 = 329.0, p > .05
SD 10.56 12.40
N 20 34

Posttest MOPP4

Mean 42.65 41.64 U= 253.5, p > .05
9.92 12.31

N 20 28
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Table 32

Idqergent Groups Mann-Whitney U Test Analysis of Stress Ratings Given by

Team ciefs and Gunmers

Team Chief Gunner Results

Pretest M3PP0

Mean 35.42 35.41 U = 339.5, p > .05
SD 8.97 8.54
N 26 27

Posttest )VPPO

Mean 35.65 34.09 U = 253.0, R > .05
SD 11.06 9.23
N 23 23

Pretest l.PP4

Mean 45.19 45.04 U = 340.0, 2 > .05
SD 10.93 12.92
IN 26 27

Psttest MPP4

Mean 43.35 41.39 = 243.0, p > .05
SD 12.01 10.84
N 23 23
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As expected, the MDPP4 stress ratins were significantly greater than
the MDPPO ratings both pretest and posttest (see Table 33).

Table 33

Related Group Wilcxon T Test Analysis of MDPPO and MDPP4 Stress Ratings

MDPPO MDPP4 Results

Pretest

Mean 35.42 45.11 T = 84, p < .05
SD 8.67 11.67

S53 53

Posttest

Mean 34.87 42.37 T = 179, R < .05
SD 10.11 11.35
N 46 46
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Analysis of the ratings given before and after MDPPO and MIPP4 trials
revealed no significant differences between the levels of r•zess reported at
the beginning and at the end of trials (see Table 34). Perceived stress,
therefore, remained constant over trials.

Table 34

Related Groups Wilcoxon T Test Analysis of Stress Ratings Given Prior to and
at the Cmoclusion of MDPP0 and MDPP4 Trials

Pretest Posttest Results

MOPP0

Mean 35.43 35.88 T= 650.0, R > .05
SD 8.45 10.34
N 56 56

MEPP4

Mean 45.98 42.69 T = 369.5, R > .05
SD n.94 11.81
N 48 48

Workload. After each trial for record, participants in Sub-EMqeriments
1 and 2 rated workload using the NASA TIX scale. The workload ratings
collected during this research were used in the relative sense, comparing
whether the MDPPO or the MDPP4 condition was perceived as having higher
workload. The workload data were subjected to a mixed three factor repeated
mnasures Analysis of Variance (Norusis, 1986). Cuing condition (cue, no cue)
was the between-subjects factor. MVPP (M:PP0, MDPP4) and scenario difficulty
(loi, medium, high) were the within-subjects factors.

There was no main effect of cue condition [J(1, 20) = 0.22, R>.05]
indicati•r that reported workload was equivalent in the sube riments. As
expected, however, there was a main effect of MVPP [f(l, 20) = 23.56, p<.001]
with workload ratings being significantly higher for the MDPP4 condition.
There was also a significant scenario effect [F(2, 40) = 9.26, p<.001] which
is evidence that participants responded differentially to the scenario
difficulty with greater workload being assigned to the more demanding

-- " scenarios. None of the interactions included in this analysis were
significant at the five percent level (cue x NOPP, F(l, 20) = 0.69, R>.05; cue
x scenario, Y(2, 40) = 0.37, p>.05; MVPP x scenario, F(2, 40) = 3.10, R>.05;
cue x MDPP x scenario, £(2, 40) = 1.82, R>.05].
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Because the actions performed by the team chief and gunner during the
engagement sequence are different, separate analyses were performed * ' the
workload ratings given by these individuals to identify differential patterns
of assessing workload, should they exist. Team chief and gunner ratings were
analyzed in mixed three factor repeated measures ANOVAs (2 cue x 2 MVPP x 3
scenario difficulty). Generally the analyses of the team chief and gunner
data yielded the sae pattern of results seen in Sub-Experinets 1 and 2.
Once again, there was no main effect of cue for either the team chief or
gunner [TC, f(l, 20) = 0.18, R>.05; gunner, F(1, 20) = 0.21, p>.05], but the
MDPP effect [TC, _F(1, 20) = 18.10, p<.001; gunner, F(I, 20) = 17.42, p<.001]
and the scenario difficulty effect [TC, F(2, 40) = 7.21, p<.002; gunner, F(2,
40) = 10.15, p<.001) were significant as in the sub-experimerts analysis. The
only exception to the replicated pattern of results for the separate analyses
was a significant interaction of mDPP and scenario difficulty seen in the
analysis of the team chiefs' workload data LF(2, 40) = 3.33, p<.05].

Figure 8 displays the three M1PP x scenario difficulty interactions for
the analyses described in this section (Sub-Experiments 1 and 2, team chiefs,
and gunners). The significant interaction of MDPP and scenario difficulty
yielded by the team chiefs' ratings result from the fact that the workloaa
ratings given by the team chiefs while wearing MDPP4 were highest for the
medium difficulty scenarios. This pattern of reponse differs fron that given
by the gunners. The magnitide of gunner workload ratings corresponded
directly to the difficulty level of the scenarios. Thus, the team chiefs but
not the gurmers gave the highest workload ratings to the engagement of single
fixed-wing aircraft (medium difficulty) but only while in MDPP4.

Table 35 shc;s the cmarison between morning workload ratings and
afternoon workload ratings as a function of MDPP level and scenario
difficulty. Of the six couparisons (two conditions of MOPP x three conditions
of scenario difficulty = six comparisons) three were statistically
significant. Although only half of the means differed significantly from each
other, it is interesting to note that reported workload was always greater in
the morning, regardless of MOPP ccrditicn. This finding suggests that
experience in the test situation and in MOPP gear dissipates the magnitude of
perceived workload over the course of trials.
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Table 35

Indeperdent Grcups Student's _t Test Analysis of MDPPO and MOPP4 Workload
Ratings Given in the Morning and in the Afternon

M~igAfternoc Results

Lw Difficulty Scenarios MDPP0

Mean 25.58 19.47 t = 1.44, p > .05
SD 17.25 14.04
N 34 24

Low Difficulty Scenarios MOPP4

Mean 39.60 33.57 t = 1.28, R > .05
SD 15.41 19.50
N 24 30

Medium Difficulty Scenarios MDPPO

Mean 29.08 20.37 t = 2.19, R < .025
SD 15.10 14.91

S30 24

Medium Difficulty Scenarios m!PP4

Mean 44.29 38.55 = 1.02, p > .05
SD 16.33 23.03

24 24

High Difficulty Scenarios MOPP0

Mean 35.89 26.09 t = 1.99, p < .05
SD 20.22 16.12
H 34 24

High Difficulty Scenarios mcPP4

Mean 48.81 36.59 = 2.06, p < .025
16.24 24.72
24 24
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:Discussion

Engagement Performance (Sub-Experiments 1 and 2)

Fixed-winq aircraft. Overall, the effect of wearing MDPP4 was to delay
engagent performance by rntely an kilcmeter. Mhis effect was
largest early in the en sequerne (detect, IF?, ID) and smallest late
in the erjagement sequence (lock-on, fire). The engagement step moat affected
by wearing MOPP4 was identification range where the overall MDPPO - MOPP4
difference was 2.16 kilcmeters. Interestingly, the entirety of the
degradation due to MDPP4 cannot be acc ted for simply by positing that the
dqradation was present at detection and this initial differenc delayed
perforane thrughot the remainder of the engagement sequence in turn. For
the degradation present at identification was approximately 2.5 times as great
as that at detection. Clearly, wearing MDPP4 lowered identification
efficiency in addition to the harm already done to detection efficiency.

Specifically, what was it about wearing MPP4 that caused the
degradation in FW ernagemnt performance? The imairment in detection range
was most likely caused by the restricted field of view encmtared when
wearin the mask (Bensel, et al., 1987; Kobrick & Sleeper, 1986). This
interpretation is supported by the fact that cues, which effectively reduce
the search sector, improved detection range in the MDPP4 condition (see Table
5).

Te decrwxent in IFF range could have been caused by the difficulty
gunners reported (see Apperx B) in attampting to track flyirj aircraft with
the Stinger sight reticle while wearing the mask. Gunners could not
interrogate the aircraft until it was within their sight reticle, and putting
the aircraft within the sight reticle was more difficult and took longer while
wearing the mask.

The decrement in identification rarnge cold have been caused by the
diffiillty team chiefs reported (see Appendix B) in attempting to identify
flying aircraft with binoculars while wearing the mask. It has already been
reported (Harrah, 1985) that the mask-binoilar interface produces a narrow
field of view. This narrow field of view makes tracking a maneuvering, flying
aircraft difficult. In addition to this tracking problem, team chiefs
reported double images and visual disorientation-anther problem. In an
attempt to alleviate the double-image problem, team chiefs closed one eye or
otherwise u-ed only one cptic of the binoculars-causing another problem. It
is, therefore, a reasonable assumption that wearing the mask was the primary
cause of the perfoniiue dog-adation shown for FW aircraft in this experiment.
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"Overall, the Stmmary Performance Measures were virtually unaffected by
wearing MDPP4, even though sanetimes substantial differences were shown for
Task Performance Measures. Results such as these have repeatedly been seen by
us in the past (e.g., Barber, 1990b; Drewfs & Barber, 1990; Johnson, Barber, &
Lockhart, 1988) and are caused by differences in the nature of the measures
themselves. To understand these differences a wrd must be said about the
"window of engagement." 'The engagement window begins when the target first
be s available for engagmnt by the team and ends when the target ceases
to be available. SH4s mea-are the probability of a particular event occurring
during the engagement window, whereas TPMs measure specifically when within
the wirdow these events occur.

This explains why the SF~s were so often unaffected by the action of the
independent variable (i.e., MOPPO versus MDPP4). SPMs measure whether or not
a particular engagemnt evant occurred, not when it occurred. As an example
consider the case of identification. The SEM "percent aircraft correctly
identified" measured crrect ID for the engaement window. It was not
significantly affected by MDPP level-varying aroud 57 percent correct for
both conditions. That is, percent correct ID at the end of the engagement
window was constant. However, precisely where within the window these ID
responses were made did vary significantly-being 2.16 kilometers later for
the MDPP4 cordition. That is, the team dciefs showed the same overall percent
correct identification performance, but they consistently made their responses
later -_en wearing MOPP4. Thus, this paucity of significant results in terms
of SP~s should not be interpreted to rean that there -was no effect of MDPP4
Upon Stiziger team performanc.

The overall effect of adding precise visual caes was to improve
engagement performance by 2.21 kilcmeters. 7he range of every Task
Performanc Measure was significantly improved. This iprovement varied fran
a low of 1.19 kilometers for detection to a high of 2.98 kilameters for
acquisition. The impwvvemrnt in performa- mre than doubled after the
detection event, suggesting that the effect of cues was not limited only to
increasing detection range. The SPMs, however, were unaffected by the
addition of aus (see discussion of SPs above).

It will be rm•dtered that the purpose for the addition of cues (i.e.,
Sub-E4:riment 2) was to evaluate their usefulness in reducing the degradation
attributable to wearing MOPP4. This potential "fix" appeared to be
successful. Copare the performance for the cue cordition of M1PP4 with that
for the no cue condition of MOPPO (see Figure 4). Not only was the MDPP4
condition not degraded relative to the MVPPO condition, it was superior. Over
all six engagement actions, the MDPP4 condition was superior by a mean range
of 1.30 kilometers. Again, the imprvemnt shown for the cue condition was
not limited only to the detect event.
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otary-winm aircraft. Overall, the effect of wearing MDPP4 was to
increase the time required for a complete engagemnt (target available to
fire) by 25 percent. Extra time was required for all critical engagement
periods: available to detect, detect to identify, and identify to fire.
Overall, available to detect time was increased by 10.7 percent, detect to
identify time by 17.8 percent, and identify to fire time by 54 percent.
Wearing MDPP4 affected both the team chief and the gunner. The engagement
period detect to identify was entirely dependent upon the time taken by the
team chief, using binoculars, to identify the target. The engagement period
identify to fire was entirely dependent upon the gunner. Remember, the gunner
had already had the target detected and identified as hostile, he had been
given a commard to fire, the target was hovering within range, and the gunner
had already shouldered his Stinger. Yet, it still took him 54 percent more
time to caiplete the engagmnt while in MDPP4. The effect of wearing MOPP4
was to icrease the time required for all engagement actions by both members
of the team. There was no evidence from this experiment that the effects of
wearing MDPP4 were limited to a single "xbttleneck" in the engagement
sequence.

Specifically, what was it about wearing MDPP4 that caused the
degradation in e�gagent performance? The increase in time fr-n available
to detect was Iot likely caused by the restricted field of view of the mask
(Bensel et al., 1987; Kcbrick & Sleeper, 1986). As with the W airtraft, this
Interpretation is supported by the fact that cues, which effectively reduce
the search sector, shortened available to detect time in the MVPP4 condition
(see Table 14).

The increase in detect to identify time coild have been caused by the
difficulty team chiefs reported (see Appendix B) in attempting to use the
binoculars with the mask. Team dciefs reported a double-image problem with
ccns.e* visual disorientation and "solved" it by using only ne eye. This
could have delayed identification of the IR aircraft which, being 3.5
kilometers distant, were not identifiable wiUha& magnification.

At least part of the increase in time fran identify to fire could have
been caused by the difficulties reported by gunners (see Appendix B) in
attempting to use the Stinger sight reticle while wearing the mask. Gunners
reported difficulty acquiring aircraft in the reticle while wearing the mask.
Perhape more importantly, gunners reported difficulty inserting superelevate
and lead angle beause the mask prevented them frt= seeing the superelevate
and lead reticles in the sight. This interpretation is supported by the
significat increase in tines fra= lock-on to fire shown for the MD)PP4
condition (see Figure 5 and Table 19). Insertion of the superelevate aid lead
angle takes place between lock-on and fire. Thus, as in the case of the FW
aircraft, it is a reasonable assumption that the primary cause of the
perfOrmanar deqradation shown for RW aircraft in this experiment was the mask.
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As with the fixed-wing results, the SEM were largely unaffected by the
level of MOPP worn. Mere significant results were found they were entirely
consistent with the TP4s. Under conditions of MOPP4 the percentage of
hostiles killed was lower, the percentage of hostiles killed prior to ordnance
release was lower, and the conditional prdbbility of kill given a fire event
was lower. These results can all be explained in terms of the increased time
required for ernagements in MDPP4. The , re tire the engagement sequence
requires, the greater the probability that the hostile aircraft will have
released its ordnance and then have returned to its defilade positi.on, thereby
being unavailable to kill.

Overall, the effect of precise visual ies con the engagement of 1
aircraft was to reduce total time by a modest 7.6 percent. why was the effect
of ales large for the FW scenarios bht small for the RI scenarios? Cues will
be more helpful the more difficult or ambiguous is the stimulus environment.
The RW envircrment was simpler and more stable than that of the FW. There
were a total of six static RW aircraft, two each at three clock azinuth
positions. They were all within visual (and Stinger) range and were clearly
detectable once raised during a scenario. The FW aircraft, by cmparison, did
not occupy static positions but flew in fh= out of visual (and Stinger)
range. The aces effectively narroe the search sector and thereby allowed
the FW aircraft to be detected at greater range (c.f., Wokcun, 1960). The
Summary Performanc MAesures were unaffected by the presence of cies.

As in the case of the fixed-wing scetarios, the purpose for the addition
of ces (i.e., Sub-Expriment 2) was to evaluate their usefulness in rectucing
the degradation attributable to wearing MlPP4. T1his potential "fix" appeared
to be at least partially successful. As shown in Table 22, the adklition of
cues ret'rnd 53 percent of the engagemet time lost to MVPP4 in the. baseline
sub-exPeriment. It is to be expected that cues would be even more helpful in
a more difficult or ambiguous target envizuent.

Correlation of Vision mieasures With En<caqnt Performance

The detection event correlated significantly with measures of visual
sensitivity (see Table 30). This result was consistent with recent findings
(Barber, 1990a). Given the visual nature of the engagement tasks chosen for
correlation, as well as the Barber results, it was expected that many more
significant correlations-especially betbmAn vision and identification-wld
emerge. It is assumed that methodological oynsiderations limited these
results. Barber's sample size was 138, i&Uile in this experiment the sample
size varied fron 8 to 17. In addition, Baber's sample covered a broader
range of Forward Area Air Defense Moss.

Stress and Workload

Analyses of the stress and workload data from Sub-Experiments 1 and 2
produced the expected results. Reported stress ratings were significantly
higher when the Stirger teams wore MOPP4 than when they wore moPPo. Also,
workload ratings were significantly greater when teams performed the
engagement sequence in the chemuical protective ensemble than when executing
the same tasks while wearing the battle dress uniform alone. The greater
levels of stress and workload reported Qble wearing MoPP4 were not surprising
given the encumbering nature of the protective clothing.
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It was somewhat surprising at first glance, hoever, that significant
differences in stress and workload ratings between Sub-Experiments 1 and 2 did
not emerge. It might have been expected that the cuing information which so
dramatically iproved Stinger performance would have also reduced the levels
of stress and workload, but they were statistically equivalent in the cue and
no cue sub-experiments. A different set of results might be predicted should
the same stinger teams perform in both the cue and no cue sub-experiments,
circumstanes which would allow them to compare stress and workload under
varying conitions.

"As stated above, Stinger teams reported greater workload while in the
MOPP ensemble. While each piece of the proteqtive gear contributed to the
elevated workload, the mask appeared to be the source of the most serious
problems for the crews (see Appendix B). The team chief was able to use his
binoculars only with difficulty while wearing the mask. Not only did the
binoculars slide on the surface of the M40 eyepieces, they also significantly
reduced the team chief's field of view. Likewise the eyepieces of the mask
reduced the gunner's field of view when he placed his eye to the Stinger
sight. Although the rubber gloves initially interfered with manual dexterity
to same extent (see Appendix B), thy did not appear to create significant
problems for either the team chief or the gunner. The overgarment and
overboots were reported to produce discomfort, but they did not sem to
present significant engagement problems for teams.

The results of the ANOV`As performed on the sub-experiments, team chief,
and gunner workload data yielded virtually identical findings. There were no
differences in reported workload as a function of cue or no cue. MDPP4
produced significantly higher levels of workload. Workload increased as
scenario difficulty increased. With but one exception, none of the
interactions were significant at the five percent level. That exception was
the team chief MDPP by scenario difficulty interaction. For team chiefs only,
workload was greater during the medium difficulty scenarios than during high
difficulty scenarios. This interaction of M)PP gear and scenario difficulty
is explained by an examination of the types of aircraft used in the various
scenarios.
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Iow difficulty scenarios were composed of single, scale-model, rotary-
wing aircraft which ascerded and hovered at fixed locations. Medium
difficulty scenarios consisted of single, scale-model, remotely-piloted,
fixed-wing aircraft moving at speeds and ranges adjusted to approximate the
actual speeds and ranges of full-scale aircraft. High difficulty scenarios
contained either multiple, scale-model, rotary-wing aircraft popping-up frcm
fixed locations or a single rotary-wing and a single fixed-wing aircraft
appearing simultanerosly. When Stinger teams were not in MDPP4, the magnitude
of workload assigned to these scenarios oxrresporxed directly to the
difficulty level of the scenario. However, the medium difficulty scenarios
became the source of the greatest workload for the team chief when he was
wearing the chemical protective ensemble. The fixed-wing aircraft presented
during these engagements required the team chief to identify rapidly moving
and maneuvering targets using binoculars in concert with the mask-a situation
described by the team chiefs as creating performance difficulties 'see
Apperdix B). Although the same mask-bixwular interface problems existed for
the low and high difficulty scenarios, the workload requirements were
generally less because the targets were, with one exception, static and did
not present the same tracking demands for the team chiefs.

It is reasonable to ask why these scenarios were not also perceived as
being more difficult by the gunner. Like the team chief, he too had to track
a rapidly moving and maneuvering target uhile wearing a mask. Unlike the team
chief, however, the gunner had more time available to perform his job. The
increased time was a result of the interval after detection during which the
team chief must make a positive visual identification of the aircraft. This
period afforded the gunner time to locate, track, and acquire the aircraft.
Therefore, the gunner was not working under the same time pressure as the team
chief and as such did not experience a corresponding workload. Time pressure
is one of the defining characteristics of workload (e.g., Christ, Balger,
Hill, & Zaklad, 1990; NASA-Ames, 1986) and was one of the co nents of
workload measured by the TTLX questiormaire.

It should be noted, here, that the scenarios used in this experiment
were calibrated for difficulty based upon years of research employing hundreds
of air defenders of many different los (Barber, 1990b; Drewfs & Barber,
1990). However, none of this earlier research employed participants wearing
the MDPP4 chemical protective ensemble.

Same evidence that adaptation to the test situation and to wearing the
chemical protective ensemble was taking place can be inferred from examination
of the morning and afternoon workload means for the various scenarios and MDPP
conditions. As seen in Table 35, the afternoon workload means were lower than
the morning means in every instance. Although they were not all significantly
different from each other, a clear pattern of workload reduction emerged
during the afternoon sessions. It is possible that the engagement task was
perceived as being easier after experience in the test situation.
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s All participants in both sub-experiments finished the sequence of MOPP4
engagement trials uneventfully. No individual needed to reve his protective
gear during the sequence nor did anyone request to be reved from the
experiment. Although two soldiers expressed apprehension about experiencing
claustropobia while in MDPP gear, their concerns were not realized. Perhaps
because Cperations Desert Shield and Desert Storm occurred ccx-wirrently with
this research, we benefitted by having strongly motivated individuals as
participants. These soldiers expressed the pinion that they wld be sent to
the Middle East as soon as thel graduated from AIT and, in fact, at least same
of them were sent.

ftw•usions

Enagement performance of novice Stinger teams was degraded by wearing
the MDPP4 chemical protective ensemble.

DEngagement performance was improved by the addition of precise visual
cues such as are expected to be available in the form of the Enhanced Hand-
Held Terminal Unit cmonent of the FAAD C2I network. Use of these cues
substantially reduced the degradation due to wearing MPP4.

Detection performance of Stinger team chiefs, both in MOPPO and MOPP4,
: ..was correlated with several measures of visual sensitivity.

Reported stress levels were higher when Stinger teams wore MIPP4 than
MDPP0.

Reported workload levels were higher in M!PP4 than in I.1PPO.
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EMDU Qie Display Screens

[(NTE: All displays have been rs•L~ 29% frcm the actual size used in the
experiment in order to meet USARI publication format.]
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Performance Probles in MPP4: Observatiors. Opinions of Soldiers, and "Work-
Around" Solutions

M40 Mask And Hood

Problems usincr M9 binoculars with mask. All team chiefs interviewed
(more than half were interviewed) reported problems using binoculars with the

mask. They reported tumnel vision; double vision; visual disorientation;
difficulty tracking moving aircraft with the small field of view available;
cannot get the binoculars close enough to their eyes; eyepieces of binoculars
clipped on surface of mask eyepieces. Oe of the authors experienced all of
these problems when using the binoculars with the mask. The '"ork-a d"
solutions eaployed by team dciefs were to (1) close one eye; (2) close one eye
and only look throh one optic of the binoculars by turning them sideways; or
(3) not use binoculars at all.

Problem using the Stinqer sirht with mask. All gunners interviewed
(more than half were interviewed) reported problems using the Stinger sight
with the mask. Te reported difficulty trackig moving aircraft with the
tiny field of view available; cannot get the sight close enough to their eyes;
cannot see any (or cannot see all three, or cannot see right-mot)
superelevate and lead reticles in the Stiner sight. One of the authors
experienced all of these problems when usin the Stinger sight with the mask.
The '%=rk-around', solutions employed by gunners were to (1) manually estimate
the appropriate superelevate and lead anqles before firing; or (2) slip the
mask slightly (breaking seal!) in order to see the superelevate and lead
reticles.

Miscellaneous problem. Omnmicaticn problems were observed for and
reported by the Stinger teams--who stand literally right next to each other
curing an expqement and commnicate directly without aid of field telephone
or radio. The ,zmunication problems wezre not in reception with the mask and
hood on (hearing) but in transmission with the mask and hood on. The mask
distorted the sound of the voice. Soldiers experienced no difficulty
whatsoever hearing and wnerstanng USARI test personnel who were not
speaking through a mask. One of the authors experienced this same problem
when wearing the mask and hood. Mae '%" k-aroure" solution employed by
soldiers was hand signals.

Gloves

Problem insertin I"FF cable into crinetock of Stimer. Cbserved for all
gunners initially. Problem solved with experience over trials.

Problem = = aer DM= es with lve hands. Observed for all
soldiers. All soldiers eventually learned the "work-arond', solution of using
the eraser of a pencil to turn pages.

Gunners' pants frcumten , came u from lacket and sliMd down.
No solution found.
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